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EDITORIAL: KEY FACTORS FOR CREATING SMART,
SUSTAINABLE AND RESILIENT CITIES
The present thematic issue of INDECS examines the driving forces behind smart and
resilient city implementations. The philosophy behind the design of smart cities is to
respond to the people’s needs rather than trying to impose new developments on
them. Local communities must be involved in the work of creating successful smart
cities, for example, in the form of crowdsourcing, because by taking part in the
development process, they will adopt these changes more easily. During this process,
the public’s needs must be constantly analyzed, which must be followed by the
retesting of suggestions and solutions of the experts and citizens involved, in an
iterative way. The essence of the pioneer “smart” concept is the development of a
common, synergic cooperation of different urban structures with the purpose of
creating more livable cities.
In order to create such inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable cities, certain
indicators must be defined with regard to the provision of various services and the
quality of life. Besides the results of international and European best practice efforts,
the importance of a holistic approach to cities and the issues of cities as complex
systems must also be considered.
It is equally important to draw attention to the relationship between various research
topics (e.g. smart technologies, autonomous cars, drones, data mining, etc.) and the
emerging sustainable safe city implementations. The urban structures and
technological advances presented in this thematic issue mark the arrival of sustainable
development in local communities, where these intelligent and smart systems will
cover all aspects of life.
Therefore, the primary aim of the present thematic issue is to offer researchers an
opportunity to extend their existing scientific knowledge in the field of emerging key
technologies, including, among others, the use of drones, cybersecurity methods, blast
protection, smart materials, soft computing methods, autonomous vehicles, Critical
Infrastructure Protection, safe city technologies, energy efficient buildings, 5G mobile
networks, intelligent transport systems, water management, emergency management,
business continuity and community resilience. All of these in the service of a single
purpose: to create safe, sustainable and resilient cities and communities which can
successfully face the challenges of the future.
Cordially,
Budapest, 25th February 2019

Guest editors:
Prof. Dr. Sci. Gyula Mester
Dipl.-Ing. Dániel Tokody
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays we cannot speak about cybersecurity as a simple problem. It is not just about users cannot
properly use the devices because of a malware settle in their computers.
Now professionals have to work in a more complex system. The information technology meshes most
of our life. Begin with people use their smartphones over that companies lead most of their processes
via computers.
Nations want that their citizens can live in a healthier, more comfortable, economical place, so they
started to think about how can they warrant a better life. Result in this governments started to make
critical infrastructure more economical with the help of information technology. That is how Smart
Cities began to evolve. However, bringing into practice these innovations is still not enough. If we use
any technology, we shall use it securely, that is why we must build our advanced city as a secure
Smart City. If not, our systems can be attacked in different ways.
In the view of last years, we can accept, that ransomware can make considerable problems in different
systems. Last time NotPetya caused many problems in Ukraine’s infrastructure. The metro and the
airport information technology systems were also victims of this malicious code. The security of the
transportation is essential not just because of public transport one of the leading part of Smart Cities,
but because in these public vehicles many people travel day by day, so these are critical
infrastructures.
This article is processing what could happen if Hungarian train management systems got attacked by
ransomware. What are the risks and how should we protect against them?
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INTRODUCTION
As computers adhere to our life, we should prepare for new threats. Besides that information
technologies help us to live our life easier, faster and more comfortable we can also run into
trouble because of them. If we are looking around in the place where we are right now, there
is an excellent chance that we can find many electrical devices. As time is moving forward,
those objects become smarter and smarter. In this case, it just means that our articles of
personal use are connected to the internet and may be integrated with a processor what helps
to the electrical stuff serve our growing latent needs. Not just our homes and offices are going
to be smarter with the help of the Internet of Things (IoT) devices, but also our cities. The
concept of Smart Cities is more known and popular day by day. It means that we would like
to turn our Planet and our environment more livable. For example, we would like to use the
energy sources efficiently and also we would like to optimise our transport no matter if it is
personal or public. Nowadays we can hear a lot about smart cars using artificial intelligence,
which is one of the new and future ways of transporting. On the other hand many urban
development programs purpose the expansion of public transport with the help of
networking, analysis and machine learning. As we can see, those developments are heading
to computers more heavily.
Unfortunately, this modern, information technology (IT) centralised word has a dark side
also. In the last years, we can see new attacking trend in the cyberspace [1]. It has many
dimensions. Cyberwars, an attack against companies or persons. On the one hand, we can
found offensive where the attacker does not care who will be the victim; the only goal is the
successfulness. On the other hand, there is a pre-elected person, group or company. The
motivation of the attacker also can be different for example information and money
gathering, ransom, gaining access to systems, destroying infrastructures, political or military
motivation, and influencing.

ABOUT THE RESEARCH
Nowadays ransomware is one of those threats what makes the IT security professionals
annoyed. This malware can block a company’s life if the security system is unwell designed.
The problem in a standard IT system is easily visible. Ransomware encrypts the whole disk
with the data of the company, or it makes the device unreachable locks the input tools are
locked. The higher problem when in a not protected critical infrastructure is under attack. The
public transportation’s IT systems are like that. Weakly protected, but if a planned attack can
be successful, it can cause serious injuries or even death.
The authors researched the threat of ransomware in the available scientific articles, including
categorisations, main scientific issues and protection possibilities. The focus of the research
was the applicability of general ransomware issues to railway traffic control systems, to
determine its susceptibility. The article is a preliminary research article about ongoing
research shown in the acknowledgements.

RANSOMWARE AS A THREAT
The attackers have many opportunities to achieve their goal. They can use many tools on the
different platforms depending on what is their motivation. In recent years, so-called
ransomware attacks got attention. If ransomware successfully infects a device the content of
it will not be available. Depending on the type of malware, it can just lock the screen and in
the same time prohibit the access or encrypt the important files of the user or the Master Boot
Record (MBR), perhaps other file indexes.
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If we see the lifecycle of a typical ransomware attack, the first step is the distribution with the
help of e-mail attachments, website compromises or similar [2; p.152]. Then the malware
infects the victim system and starts to communicate with the encryption-key servers. After
the connection is made, it searches for the commonly used file types, and it is typically
renaming, encrypting and renaming them again. If the victim is on the company network, the
backup methodology will be attacked, too [2; p.151]. At the end of the process the user will see
a ransom message what says if the user pays, usually, in Bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies,
the attacker will provide the decryption key.
Maybe those are not the most sophisticated attacks, but they are effective. Because of such an
attack the user is going to realise the importance of information security while losing personal
data. If the family photos become encrypted and finally lost, that is something what
everybody can realise. But not just the private sector can be a victim of ransomware. The
public organisations and the governmental sector also can be attacked by ransomware. In this
case, we can easily concede that critical infrastructures (e.g., transport, banking, energy,
health sector) and critical information infrastructure (e.g., telecommunication, internet access,
satellites) are an excellent goal to the criminals or maybe other malicious nations [3].
There were two huge global ransomware attacks in 2017. One of it is called WannaCry (also
known as WanaCrypt0r or WannaCrypt) [4]. Among other things the British health sector
had a severe breakdown because of that malware campaign. The other globally concerned
one from 2017 is the NotPetya (in other names: Petya, Petrwrap, ExtPetr). It is mostly
attacked targets in Ukraine, but it also impaired one of the biggest container ship companies,
the Danish A.P. Moller – Maersk Group. As a result of the campaign the shipping company
still has unknown containers. Metro and Airport IT system were also targets of this attack. As
we can see in these examples, critical infrastructures are deeply concerned with this problem.
Because writing a ransomware code is one of the most straightforward malware programming
tasks, attackers use it frequently. We also have to remark, that nowadays anybody can buy
ransomware as a service. It has a name, called RaaS (Ransomware-as-a-Service) [2; p.145].

TYPES OF RANSOMWARE
Al-rimy et al. defined a ransomware taxonomy in their paper, shown in Figure 1 [2]. They
distinguished consumer and organisation target based attacks. They also separated this
malware what is the attacked platform (e.g., PC, mobile, cloud). In our view, the most
essential taxonomy is the severity based one. We can distinguish between those that are
detrimental and what is only called scareware. The latter is just a fake warning. With the help
of this trick, the attacker asks for a ransom without real damage. That ransomware what cause
damage can be categorised as locker and crypto. If the malware only locks the services and
limit the applications, we call it locker-ransomware. If it encrypts the user's files named
crypto-ransomware. Depending on the cypher algorithm it can be classified as symmetric
crypto-ransomware (SCR), asymmetric crypto-ransomware (ACR) and hybrid key
crypto-ransomware (HCR). The SCR operates mostly DES, AES and RC4, the ARC use such
as RSA and HCR integrate both previous algorithms.

PROTECTION AGAINST RANSOMWARE
As we could see via WannaCry and NotPetya, well-written ransomware can cause huge
trouble. In extreme cases, it threats also life. In the IT security profession, most of the people
agree that the security awareness is crucial [5]. The users are not careful, do not think on
security in typical situations and because of those, the attacker can trick them easily. Maybe we
think that in critical infrastructure the co-workers are more aware, but they can also be spoofed [6].
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Figure 1. Taxonomy of ransomware [2].

The first step against any cyber-attack is to raise awareness and education level. Of course,
this is not the only way to protect ourselves and our IT systems in the cyberspace. There is a
need for technical countermeasures also, like system hardening and virus protection.
If a user opens an infected email attachment or surf a hacked webpage, a ransomware dropper
can be downloaded. Those are the most common way to be attacked. However, if our IT
system and processes are well prepared the malware has less chance to work. Steven Furnell
and David Emm in their study introduce the three most crucial steps of defence against these
malicious codes [4]. “A” as Anti-malware, “B” as Back-up and “C” as critical patching.
Building an alarm system what gives us a signal if something strange or dangerous came into
our system is necessary, even if it is not 100 % trustworthy. Then if we have a proper offline
backup process in our system, we are able to recover the stored data. Finally, if we update the
operating system, firmware and all possible software the ransomware cannot exploit the
known vulnerabilities.
On the one hand those steps are too general, but if we look deep into the problem, those are
necessary but not sufficient. Against the ransomware, the employees should notice if they are
under attack and they have to know the needed steps to minimalise the loss. Knowing about
the infected links and attachments is not equal to staying clear of them. Another easy but
effective action is the unplugging of the computer. It can save many essential files.

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF RAILWAY TRAFFIC CONTROL
Transportation is always a crucial element of critical infrastructure. Sometimes people can
forget how important the railway transportation is. It is not only about personal travel, but
also a significant percent of cargo is transported by trains. As we can see, this kind of
transportation is significantly vulnerable to the information technology aspect. There are
many railway-related services what are now IT based. Timetable, geolocation, and
surveillance of the trains are based on traditional IT-infrastructure. Typically this means a
centralised IT service is running on a small number of servers. In this case, not just backups,
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but also high redundancy is required, which is a question of investment. If the geolocationbased controlling system became hamstring, it might have a severe impact on the train
control. In this way, the standard traffic management process will not work. The fallback
solution is the manual control of the switches, stations and trains, which have a low
throughput. Safety systems are based more on specialised hardware. However, similarly to
industrial control systems, if we connect them to the internet, they will be susceptible to
hacker attacks [7]. If the security modules of the modern railway control systems are
exploited with ransomware, many people’s lives will be jeopardised. The ticketing systems
typically include web interfaces. Thus web services and web applications might be hacked. If
ransomware infects a ticketing system front- or backend, the online and ticket office sales and
also the ticket control might have stopped. Thus not just the buying, but also the travel is
jeopardised. Those things can cause a shortage of the income and the dissatisfaction of the
travellers. Interconnection interfaces between international train management systems are
also implemented via the internet.
Even in the traffic control systems virtualisation and sometimes private clouds take place.
From the CIA-triad (Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability) of information security,
integrity deals with protection against malicious or unintentional modification of data stored
in storages and sent through communication channels. According to standard information
security, practice redundancy and error checking are the most common measures of integrity
controls. In virtual data storages also concurrent and collaborative access issues became
important. Availability is the ability to access data whenever required. Redundant data
storage and processing, backup and business continuity management are the standard controls
for that. Virtual systems are scalable, intelligent, flexible and redundant when they are built
according to general best practice. However, the hypervisor is a new single point of failure
because it is generally not redundant. Despite generally proper security controls, virtualised
systems are not invulnerable. Amazon EC2 Easter outage in 2011 April was an example of
cloud failures when more thousands of websites were unreachable because of a configuration
error, which was possibly a human error. According to a study, the human factor is always an
issue in information security. Therefore awareness should be increased [8, 9].

CONCLUSIONS
One can see that ransomware can cause massive damages. Maybe the impact is only a financial
loss, but it can also risk human life. The only way to defend that system is proactivity.
In the case of railway companies, many different systems are being used. Also, some of them
are non-conventional PC systems, but industrial IT elements. IT management should deal
with the patching of those systems, despite the heterogeneous environment. Using antimalware and universal threat management (UTM) is a matter of course. Last but not least we
must raise the security awareness of the employees to avoid spreading the ransomware on the
network with clicking on some malicious attachments.
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ABSTRACT
Critical Infrastructure is an asset or system whose disruption or destruction should have adverse effect
on the performance of economic and social functions of the state, and thus on the quality of life of
residents in terms of the protection of their life, health, security, property, as well as the environment.
Reducing the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure and increasing their resilience is one of the major
objectives of all developed countries. The Slovak Republic has already adopted some legal standards
and measures emphasizing the importance of critical infrastructure issues and aiming at ensuring the
required level of its security and protection.
The article deals with the tasks and competences of state administration authorities in the area of
critical infrastructure and the obligations of the operators in the protection of the critical infrastructure
element in the Slovak Republic. It provides also a framework, application of risk management process
as a foundational concept for processing security plan, designed to protect the element of critical
infrastructure from disruption and destruction. In conclusion it emphasizes the need of close
cooperation between public and private sectors to ensure proactive approach to securing critical
infrastructure.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the last twenty years technologically developed countries give increased attention to the
question of the critical infrastructures protection (CIP). New threats, the dynamical
development of technologies, continuous changes in the politics and economics increase the
need to search for more effective ways to protect people, property and environment, situated
in the certain area.
European Council Directive 2008/114/EC [1] defines a concept of the European Critical
Infrastructures (ECI), which became the basis for the way of identifying the most important
elements of national infrastructure in the different countries of the European Union. For
simplicity, it is possible to state that the ECI is s a set of the most important elements of the
national critical infrastructures each of the concerned countries.
The critical infrastructure (CI) is the part of national infrastructure; i.e. selected information
systems, services, organizations, and their important objects and facilities; whose destruction
or disruption, as a consequence of its exposure to certain risk factor, will cause a danger or
disturbance in the society functioning or threat to life and health of the citizens. In fact, the
particular system or service will be considered as a potential CI element if it will fulfill the
significant role for some sector which can significantly affect security.
CIP is very actual topic. The involved countries had progressively established a legal
framework of CIP on the national base (e.g. in Slovakia it is Act No. 45/2011 Coll. on
Critical Infrastructure, in the Czech Republic it is the Act No. 240/200 Coll. on Crisis
Management, in Poland it is document The National Critical Infrastructure Protection
Programme). It can be stated that critical infrastructure is in developed economics part of the
security system of the state.
For a correct understanding of CI it was necessary to define list of critical infrastructure
sectors. In the most countries involved in the European Programme for Critical Infrastructure
Protection (EPCIP), the major European sectors of CI are:
 energy (electricity, gas, oil industry, mining),
 information and communication technologies (satellite communication, networks, data
centers, sources of classified information, control and information systems of
infrastructures, etc.),
 transport (road, rail, air and water).
added with other areas important to the society functioning, such as the provision of drinking
water, food security, financial sector, infrastructure of medical equipments and others.

CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE IN SLOVAKIA
The Slovak Republic (SR) as a member of the European Union participates in development
of documents concerning the CI and especially their incorporation into legislative framework.
At present, the issues of CI in the SR are codified in the act No. 45/2011 Coll. of 8 February
2011 on Critical Infrastructure (hereinafter Act) [2]. The Act provides the organization and
competence of state administration authorities in the area of CI, the procedure for designating
elements of CI and the obligations of the operator in the protection of the CI element and
liability for breach of these obligations. CI includes a defensive infrastructure under a special
regulation. Administration in the field of CI is performed by the Government of the SR,
Ministry of the Interior of the SR and Ministries indicated in Table 1. Their competences as
well as the obligations of the CI operators are defined by the Act. In the SR the CI sectors
under the competences of central authorities are defined in Table 1.
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Table 1. Critical Infrastructure Sectors under the competence of central authorities [2].
Sector
Sub-sector
Central authority
1. Transport
Road transport
Ministry of Transport,
Aviation transport
Construction and Regional
Water transport
Development of the Slovak
Railway transport
Republic
2. Power industry
Mining
Ministry of Transport,
Electrical Energy
Construction and Regional
Gas industry
Development of the Slovak
Oil and oil products
Republic
3. Information and
Internet
Ministry of Economy of the
communication
Information systems and networks
Slovak Republic
technologies
4. Electronic
Satellite communication
Ministry of Finance of the Slovak
communications
Networks and services of stable and Republic
mobile electronic communications
5. Post
Providing postal services, post Ministry of Transport, Construction
system
of
payments
and and Regional Development of the
administering activities
Slovak Republic
6. Industry

Pharmaceutical industry
Metallurgical industry
Chemical industry
7. Water and atmosphere Providing drinking water
Water buildings
Meteorological service
8. Health Services
N.A.

Ministry of Economy of the
Slovak Republic
Ministry of the Environment of the
Slovak Republic
Ministry of Health of the Slovak
Republic

Important documents except of the current version of Act No. 45/2011 Coll. on CI, related to
the protection of critical infrastructure in Slovakia are, in particular, the National Program for
Protection and Defense of CI in the SR, the Concept of Critical Infrastructure in the SR and
related Act No. 319/2002 Coll. on Defense of the SR, Act No. 261/2002 Coll. on Prevention
of Serious Industrial Accidents, the National Action Plan for Combating Terrorism, Act No.
129/2002 Coll. on Integrated Rescue System, Act No. 387/2002 Coll. on Management of
State in Crisis Situations Other Than Time of War and State of War, and other [3].

OBLIGATIONS OF OPERATORS
The responsibility for protecting and defending critical infrastructure in the SR holds the
public administration together with the owners and operators of the CI elements.
An important part of the law is the formulation of basic duties of operators of CI elements.
Operators are required to take all necessary measures to protect the CI element and thereby
ensure its functionality, continuity and integrity of the element's activities in order to prevent,
avert or mitigate threats of disruption or destruction.
Significant aspects in relation to the operator's obligations include:
 developing and updating the operator's security plan,
 practicing a model situation of a threat of disruption or destruction of the element
according to the security plan at least once every three years,
 designating an authorised person who is also the contact person relating to an element of
the European Critical Infrastructure,
 providing assistance to the competent central authority, especially data, documents and
explanations necessary to:
9
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- designate the element and its inclusion in the sector, as well as the removal of the element
from the sector,
- assessment of the protection of the element, including ensuring protection of the element
by the operator of the security service or armed security team,
- prepare a risk analysis of the sector,
- manage the registry of elements.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND PROCESSING THE SECURITY PLAN
Security plans are a tool to increase the security of critical infrastructure elements. Minimum
procedure in the processing of the security plan is formulated in the Annex 2 of the Act No.
45/2011 Coll. on Critical Infrastructure and indicated in Figure 1.

Identification of important
equipments of CI element

Risk assessment

Selection of security
measures

Consultations with authorities whose cooperation is expected
in the protection of the element
Figure 1. Minimum procedure in the processing of the security plan.

Minimum procedure in the processing of the security plan is closely related to the risk
management process defined by ISO 31000:2009 which provides principles and generic
guidelines on risk management. Relation between risk management process and processing
the security plan is indicated in Figure 2. In this context, the individual steps of the security
plan development can be described as follows:
 Identification of important equipment of the CI element – this phase relates to the analysis
of the internal security environment of the critical infrastructure element. It aims to ensure
reliable, up-to-date and relevant information on the situation and the state of the internal
security environment, with emphasis on the threats needed to identify security risks. It
includes an inventory of significant assets, in which it is necessary to include also the
premises and objects of the whole organization, as well as significant assets, located in the
individual spaces inside the buildings, which are called protected areas.
 Risk assessment – the overall risk identification process, risk analysis and risk assessment.
When assessing the risks, the following key questions need to be answered:
- What can happen and why?
- What are the consequences?
- What is the likelihood of their further occurrence?
- Are there any factors that mitigate the risk consequences or reduce the risk likelihood?
- Is the level of risk tolerable or acceptable and requires further treatment?
Risk assessment allows managers and stakeholders to better understand the risks that
could affect the achievement of objectives, their causes, consequences and the likelihood
and effectiveness of risk management measures
 Selection of security measures – this stage applies to risk treatment. Risk treatment focuses
on those risks that were not considered acceptable, i.e. their value is above the
10
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acceptability limit. It consists of designing, adopting and implementing measures that
influence their value in a selected way. Risk treatment methods may not necessarily be
mutually exclusive or may not be appropriate in all circumstances. Risk treatment may
create new risks or modify existing risks [4].
 Consultations with the authorities, whose cooperation is expected in the protection of the
element – this stage covers communication and consultation as well as monitoring and
review.
Communication and consultation
Risk
management

Establishing the
context

Risk
assessment

Risk
treatment

Processing security
plan

Identification of
important
equipments of CI
element

Risk
assessment

Selection of
security
measures

Monitoring and review
Figure 2. Relation between risk management process and processing the security plan.

Communication and consultation with external and internal stakeholders take place during
the whole process of the security plan development. It is important that the staff responsible
for the element protection and the stakeholders understand on what basis the decisions are
taken and also to understand the reasons why certain activities are required.
Monitoring and review must include regular surveillance and periodic inspections, which
may be periodic or ad hoc. Their goal is, e.g. to achieve more information to improve risk
assessment, analyse events and learn from them, identify emerging risks, etc.
Risk management needs to be a continuous process since in day-to-day operations, incidents
can undermine the best-laid plans and best-of-breed technologies [5, 6]. Security plans are a
tool to increase the security of critical infrastructure elements. Their structure and scope is
also formulated in Annex II of Council Directive 2008/114/EC. Together with the set of
system measures of all actors involved in the management of the CI element and the intrinsic
capabilities or properties of the element naturally resist the external and internal effects of the
environment; they create conditions for achieving the resilience of the CI element [7, 8].

CONCLUSION
More than 90 % of CI in the SR is owned by private sector. It is evident that security cannot
be just the responsibility of government but both the public and private sectors should work
closely to adopt a more proactive approach to securing critical infrastructure. Close
cooperation and exchange of information between all stakeholders is necessary to take into
account the interdependencies between the CI elements and to identify the impact at the
system level. It is important for owners and operators of CI to prefer the protection of critical
infrastructure elements in terms of a safety and security to an economic point of view.
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ABSTRACT
If the topic is Smart City, we can talk about independent and several combined systems. Such systems
may be for example energy saving and environment friendly vehicles, control system of traffic or up
to date traffic information. Each system is in itself an important system, but if we connect them to a
common network it can reduce significantly the operation time of tasks. What kind of events require
complex operation or a system? Unfortunately, the increasing number of terrorist attacks can be heard
in the news. Most attacks occurred against civilians in a place of mass occupancy. The perpetrators
use cars and bombs to hit, blow up people. The article’s aim is to review main problems of attacks and
to describe a decision support system for coordination.
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INTRODUCTION
What is a smart city? Government decree 56/2017 (III. 20.) On the amendment of certain
government decrees on the definition of the notion of ‘smart city’ and ‘smart city
methodology’ ” defines smart city as follows: “It is a settlement which plans and implements its
integrated settlement development plan on the basis of the smart city methodology” [1; §5a],
while smart city methodology is interpreted as follows: “The development methodology of
settlements or groups of settlements, which advances the natural and man-made environment,
digital infrastructure, the quality and economic efficiency of services with the use of modern
and innovative information technologies in a sustainable fashion with the enhanced
involvement of the population” [1, §5b].
In a city where the integration of systems of different functions operating fundamentally in an
independent way is in focus and IT solutions are particularly highlighted. Such systems are,
for example, BKK futár, Ch4llenge, Civitas Eccentric, Elliptic, Empower, Flow, Opticities,
Smartlab etc. [2].
The construction and development of a smart city is a challenge not only in the field of
technology but also in building and sustaining security. The mentioned systems contain data
and information whose management must meet the requirements of the CIA (confidentiality,
integrity, availability) and they must not be accessed by any unauthorised person.
Unfortunately, an increasing number of terrorist attacks are carried out. In these cases, the
number of attacks aimed at natural people is extremely high and this trend is further growing.
Recently it is the series of vehicle-ramming attacks that can be recalled on the basis of the
news. Browsing the databases of terrorist attacks, it can be seen that the number of cases
registered annually was below 8 between 1970 and 2013 while this value is between 25 and
50 in the years 2014 to 2016 [3].
What can be the consequences of a vehicle-ramming attack?
In July 2016 a cargo truck was driven into the crowd celebrating Bastille Day on Promenade
des Anglais in Nice, resulting in the death of 86 people and the injury of hundreds [4]. In
August 2017 a Fiat van was driven into the crowd in a pedestrian street of Barcelona La
Rambla, frequented by tourists. The damaged van moved along the street for 530 metres. The
casualty list is: 1 killed and 88 injured [5].

Figure 1. Bombing attacks against private citizen & property between 2012 and 2016 [6].
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Defence against bomb attacks comprises a special branch of property protection, requiring
continuous development and renewal. Its special features are clearly illustrated by the fact
that the organisation and installation of the defence are aimed at the preparation for an
atypical, unusual event or series of events. An explosion or the impacts of a blast fall into the
category of extreme incidents whose severity is further aggravated by the intentional nature
of the committed act, and the fact that such acts may be targeting either pre-selected people
or objects, or randomly chosen people or objects anywhere in the world and at any time [7].
“The estimation of the risk of a particular terrorist act requires the coordinated work of a lot
of fields of expertise. The cooperation of the experts of several independent areas (security
policy experts, intelligence officers, engineers, mathematicians, etc.), and a sufficient amount
of information are needed for estimating the risks related to one particular threat” [8].
The identification of risks is only the first step of planning the defence because it does not
provide efficient defence. Effective defence is provided with the combined use of active and
passive mechanical devices, electronic signalling systems (and protection systems), action
plans, and regulation strategies. There is no doubt that the determination of action plans and
regulation strategies requires a significant planning capacity, especially when there is a need
for the concerted cooperation of several organisations. In the case of a bomb attack the
coordinated cooperation of disaster management, national defence, civil protection,
ambulance, and law enforcement agencies should be continuously provided during the
prevention, countering, and the damage elimination. For professional planning and timing of
the tasks the multi-faceted analysis of the dangers (intention to attack, methodology; used
devices, materials, preparations, damage assessment of momentary dangers and further risks,
the methods of their prevention and elimination, etc.) and the seamless and continuous
information exchange among organisations with different responsibilities and philosophies
are inevitable. Below the author partially presents a map-based system planned by him,
which facilitates the cooperation of the services and agencies responsible for countering the
above-mentioned threats as the execution of their tasks may be timed and tracked,
independently of the local knowledge of the person coordinating the variety of agencies.

THE “PROPHET” SYSTEM
To determine the requirements and structures of a decision support system proved to be an
extremely complex task. The first step was the identification of the exact goal of the system,
the range of its application, and the requirements of its structure. What made the task very
difficult was the fact that the knowledge from each field of expertise had to be integrated.
They were mostly interrelated or even complemented each other although in some other cases
there was no relation amongst them. In the author’s opinion the transparency of the “Prophet”
system requires knowledge in the following special fields: safety science, blasting
technology, fire protection, labour safety, architecture, disaster management, law
enforcement; IT, telecommunications, electrical engineering, cartography, law and
psychology [9].
PREVENTIVE MEASURES
What measures are to be taken? What should be the order of steps in situation management?
The system I planned includes the following. As the first step, significant data and
information related to the area should be clearly seen. If they are at our disposal, the system
can provide a comprehensive picture of what is endangered and of the possible losses.
Second, a thorough study of the region and local crime statistics is necessary. These data are
supposed to show the number and type of attacks and also the time of the day and the most
common targets and additional special details. From these data the most potential threat may
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be determined. Upon performing this study, a vulnerability assessment of the facility or
building is to draw; then the estimate of the risk of attack must be made. The security plan
should be made on the basis of the vulnerability assessment and it is to assure that security
plans are appropriate and suitable for the protection of the area.
It is extremely important, that the plan has to be regularly updated. A formal security plan
review should be performed once a year. The security plan should be modified if a significant
change is introduced in the organization or if an attack occurs [7]. Past incidents and standards
help in choosing the right methods. In most situations the goals are unattainable, though.
After the assessment of the data, information, dangers, and risks relating to an area, the
planning of prevention, protection, and damage control activities can be launched.
Imagine a crowded city where schools, hotels, supermarkets, residential buildings, car parks
are close to each other. In most cases the old buildings are built on very narrow lanes, and
there is no or hardly any space between them. Another problem arises due to roads and means
of public transport. Roads and electric wires are similarly close to the buildings.
One can see in Fig.2 three buses and two trams which are close to buildings of mass
occupancy. A well-parked vehicle carrying hundreds, or thousands of pounds of explosive
can strongly increase the vulnerability of the area. Why is space so important? Table 1
includes the main reasons.

Figure 2. Insufficient separations among the education institute, apartment buildings and

means of public transport.
An exploding car bomb or truck bomb also known as a Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive
Device (VBIED) kills people inside the building, outside in the street and may collapse
nearby buildings by blast wave and fragmentation.

THE OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPHET SYSTEM
The brief summary of the objectives of the system:
 primarily to provide support to decisions made about the management of explosion threats,
and to increase the efficacy of the execution of tasks (including those conducted in
mission areas),
 the identification of the potential location of a bomb attack in the most precise way possible,
 estimation of relating risks,
 estimation of the (human and technical) resources of the involved organisations in relation
to the particular task (intelligence, prevention, defence, counteractions, damage control),
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Table 1. Bomb threat stand-off distances [7].

Explosives
Capacity
(TNT Equivalent)

Mandatory
Evacuation
Distance*

Preferred
Evacuation
Distance**

Pipe Bomb

5 lbs/
2,3 kg

70 ft/
21 m

1 200 ft/
366 m

Suicide Vest

20 lbs/
9,2 kg

110 ft/
34 m

1 750 ft/
518 m

Briefcase/
Suitcase Bomb

50 lbs/
23 kg

150 ft/
46 m

1 850 ft/
564 m

Sedan

500 lbs/
227 kg

320 ft/
98 m

1 900 ft/
580 m

SUV/Van

1 000 lbs/
454 kg

400 ft/
122 m

2 400 ft/
732 m

Small Delivery
Truck

4 000 lbs/
1 814 kg

640 ft/
195 m

3 800 ft/
1 159 m

Container/
Water Truck

10 000 lbs/
4 536 kg

860 ft/
263 m

5 100 ft/
1555 m

Semi-Trailer

60 000 lbs/
27 216 kg

1 570 ft/
479 m

9 300 ft/
2 835 m

Threat Description

*Governed by the ability of typical US commercial construction to resist severe damage or collapse
following a blast. Performances can vary significantly, however, and buildings should be analysed by
qualified parties when possible.
**Governed by the greater of fragment throw distance or glass breakage/falling glass hazard
distance. Note that pipe and briefcase bombs assume cased charges that throw fragments farther
than vehicle bombs.

 coordination and the streamlining of the coordination of the work (intelligence,
prevention, defence, counteractions, damage control) of the relevant organisations,
 synchronisation of the activities of service-providers in coordination with the special services,
 as a secondary tier: to provide support to decisions relating to the management of any
other threat or disaster, and the increase of the efficacy of the execution of tasks.
The estimation of the destructive effect of an explosive device in a precisely determined
location. This article provides the description of the estimation of the destructive effect of an
explosive device planted or positioned in a precisely determined location [10].
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THE ESTIMATION OF THE DESTRUCTIVE EFFECT OF AN
EXPLOSIVE DEVICE IN A PRECISELY DETERMINED LOCATION
The location of the explosive device (VBIED) planted by a bomber is precisely known. It
may be disclosed on the basis of the information provided by the bomber or another person –
a passer-by, security guard, etc. The advantage of the situation is that it is easier to estimate
the extent of the danger zone. In the simulated attack the vehicle in question falls into the van
category, the relating values in the security table are 120 m and 730 m. As the next step the
perimeter of the danger zone can be determined through the comparison of the two
parameters follows with the location scheme. The damage assessment of installations is based
on determined building classifications, people inside, evacuation time, and other dangers. The
map section below illustrates various object classifications. Apart from objects vehicles,
means of transportation, public services, telecommunication networks, and other
infrastructures other on surface and underground should also be taken into consideration. If
the necessary data are arranged into a data table, a complex system takes shape which almost
immediately provides the necessary information (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. The scheme of all data of the Prophet system.

When all the necessary information is available damage assessment will follow. It involves
the comparison of the given scheme of the scene – with all information displayed – and the
perimeter of the danger zone. For damage assessment purposes the areas within the circles are to
be analysed. The completed analysis will clearly indicate which organisation or service provider
is to be alerted for the prevention or elimination of the damage or loss in the case of injuries.
The efficacy of the measures taken is further increased by simulated and elaborated scenarios.

CONCLUSION
Any explosive device may cause huge destruction in the split of a second. This is particularly
true for VBIEDs. The more densely populated an area is or the larger temporary population it
has, the more developed infrastructure it has, the bigger the caused damage, and the larger the
number of injured and the losses of lives are. Perhaps one of the best-known bomb attacks
was committed against the USA Embassy, located along a busy road in the centre of Nairobi,
the capital city of Kenya. The seven-story building next to the Embassy collapsed and the
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Embassy buildings turned unusable although remained intact. The terrorist attack committed
with the use of an explosive device planted in a Toyota Dyna van claimed more than 200
lives and more than 4 000 people were injured by the blast. The described Prophet decision
system may significantly help discovering bombing incidents against population. Even if
detection has not been successful it may assist to process of precedence, prevent and
recovery. Factories need to have own security and emergency plans in case of accidents and
terror attacks. Factories also need to cross-check with the competent Police Authority and
National Directorate General for Disaster Management. The “Prophet” system complements
other decision support systems and makes more efficient and resilient [11] those performance
of management processes between population, authorities and company.
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ABSTRACT
Man does the studying of systems by modelling it. Examining parameters which are describing the
operation of the system is important when creating the model. The parameters required for the test are
retained and the irrelevant parameters are discarded. The remainder of the model determines the
aspect system of the examination. The system can be tested according to many of the disciplines.
These aspect systems are not uniform. For this reason, the product of the examinations by different
disciplines is difficult to compare. Placing examination on uniform basis could provide common
foundation for a single modelling process. In this article an aspect search algorithm is created which is
based on the philosophical topics. All disciplines can be derived from philosophy. Because of these
examinations based on philosophy can be uniform. The results of the tests are comparable. The
requirements for the examination can be standardized. In addition, this method makes easier to adapt
the operation. For example, the operating principles of energetic, mechanical, IT and social
organizations can be adapted to each other.
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INTRODUCTION
Man tries to understand the operation of nature, and then tries to change it according to the
needs. The purpose of intervention in nature is to ensure the sustainability of human
civilization. In order to understand the operation of nature and to solve problems, one
observes surroundings, forms a model, specifies operational rules and then uses the results in
real life [1]. A critical part of the process is creating the model. Reality is a very complicated
system with many connections. Thus, modeling can only partially be solved [2]. The system
components required to identify the problem are taken into account when designing the
model. The unnecessary elements are omitted from the examination. The model is a virtual
copy of the system. In this model one can carry out studies that should interfere with the
operation of the original real system or should cause its transformation [3-6]. The validity of
the model used for the examination requires minimization of subjectivity. To this end the
criteria system of the competent disciplines is applied. However, the aspect system of the
disciplines is not uniform. For this reason the results of the examinations are difficult to
compare. By using a unified criteria set these problems can be alleviated. Since all disciplines
can be derived from philosophy the examinations are based on philosophy can be uniform [7].
A unified method can be useful to investigations for technical and human systems, too.
This article contains a new algorithm based on philosophical foundations. The purpose of this
algorithm is to produce a unified aspect system for analysis. Then this aspect system can be
used as the starting point for modeling. Thus the basis of the examination becomes
homogeneous. The results of the examinations carried out on this basis are comparable with
each other. Finally in the study there is an example for use.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The algorithm can be used in two steps. First the general logical aspect system of the given
examination can be produced. Subsequently the relevant aspects of the specific system can be
determined. If the general aspect system of an examination type has already existed then only
the second step is to be performed. The first step of the algorithm has three procedures:
dimensioning, scaling, evaluating. In the second step – when applying the algorithm to a
specific system – the relevant aspects of the aspect groups should be applied.
Philosophical topics are the source poles in the procedure. Every dimension of the algorithm
must be derived from the poles according to the orientation of the examination. The scaling
of the created n-dimensional space should be granulated according to the details of the test.
The resulting n-dimensional finite space can be interpreted as a discrete function whose value
set is the Cartesian product of the scale values. Each function value defines a general aspect
group. This is how the general logical aspect system of the test produces.

PHILOSOPHICAL POLES
To use this algorithm, the topics of philosophical basic questions are considered as source
points. This ensures a unified foundation. The main philosophical themes [8], their equivalent
elements in the algorithm and the methods of determining aspects are:
 examination of existence: What is the purpose of being? How can continuity of existence
of individuals or groups be ensured? What are the conditions for this? In the algorithm the
equivalent element of this question group is the pole of existence. The relevant aspects
should be determined by examining components affecting existence. The recommended
methods are the study of effect time and the study of impact size [9],
 examination of knowledge: Is the structure of the system known to the extent required for
modeling? How much subjectivity can be allowed for the examination of the system? In
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the algorithm the equivalent element of this question group is the pole of structure. To
determine the aspects the human abstraction layers and the natural layers can be tested [8],
 examination of acting: What determines the actions, operations, and functionality of the
systems? How can this be modeled? What features can be identified in the functioning of
individuals and groups? In the algorithm the equivalent element of this question group is the
pole of function. Relevant aspects can be found by studying the features of the system. The
recommended method is to find equivalency with the abstract categories of human thinking [8],
 examination of truth: Which allegation is true? What are the subjective and objective
elements of truth? Is there objective truth? What kind of truth determines the validation of
the system operation? How to model the first level change of systems (statogenesis)? In
the algorithm the equivalent element of this question group is the pole of control [8]. In
order to determine the aspects measurement, validation and control topics should be
studied [3-6],
 examination of changeability: What is organic change (morphogenesis)? What system
components determine the possibility and course of change? How can it be modeled or
influenced? In the algorithm the equivalent element of this question group is the pole of
change. This includes all the aspects that affect system change and flexibility of the
system [1, 7].
The general poles (Fig. 1.) are: existence, structure, function, control, change.

Figure 1. General poles based on philosophy.

DIMENSIONING AND SCALING
Prior to conducting the test, its spectrum and orientation shall be indicated. It is necessary to
analyze which elements are relevant and how detailed they will be in the modeling.
Dimensions and scaling of the algorithm must be established based on these. The following
should be considered:
 if the system needs to be examined from a number of independent aspects in more detail
within a given pole, then a separate dimension per every aspect should be extended from
the pole. This can be called branched extension,
 if there is only one aspect by a given pole then that particular pole should be extended to a
dimension. This can be called a normal extension,
 if a given pole can be characterized by a single scale value, then this pole will not have an
independent dimension. At the end of this process such scale values can be merged into a
dimension. This can be called merged extension,
 poles that are not relevant to the whole test should not be included in the modeling. From such
poles there will be neither dimension nor scale value. This can be called pole irrelevance.
Dimensioning is shown in Figure 2. Scaling and granulation follows dimensioning. It is
necessary to determine the scale values of every dimension. Details of modeling can help to
do this. The poles extended to single scale value should be merged in a common dimension.
This common dimension can be an extended dimension of an independent pole.

EVALUATION
The finite discrete space created after the above operation should be interpreted as a function.
The output value of the function for a given spatial point is the list of appropriate scale
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Figure 2. Dimensioning.

values. Thus, the value set of the function is the Cartesian product of scale values of
dimensions.
The whole value set should be determined during the evaluation. The function values must be
interpreted in a text-read way and extend them to sentences. This method creates the general
logical aspect system. The number of the general logical aspect groups that are emerging is
equal to the product of numbers of scale values. According to these aspect groups one can
examine the concrete system. When applying the algorithm to a specific system the relevant
aspects of the aspect groups are to be produced. This can lead to thousands of aspects of the
examination depending on the complexity of the system.

EXAMPLE FOR USE
In the following example IT clouds are examined from IT security aspect. The simplified
general logical aspect of the study is generated by the algorithm. The emphasis is on
examining technological and natural effects [8].
Each pole is used to produce the spatial structure. The scale values of existence dimension are
determined according to the elements of the security paradigm [9-10]. The scale values of
structure dimension are identified on the basis of layer structure of the cloud [8-9,11]. The
scale values of function dimension are equivalent to the elements of the infocommunication
paradigm [8]. The control and change poles are represented only by scale values which are
added to the function dimension [3-4].
In this way a 3-dimensional space is formed (Fig. 3.). Dimensions and scale values are:
 security dimension {availability, integrity, consistency (derived from confidentiality)},
 structural dimension {fundamental-, hardware-, virtual-, operational-, management-layer},
 functional dimension {storing, transforming, transmitting, control, changeability}.
This method has a total 3  5  5 = 75 general logical aspect groups. By the end of the specific
evaluation, the complexity of the system can lead to hundreds of specific aspects for the study.

CONCLUSIONS
System examinations are based on modeling. Generating a model is not easy, because reality
is complicated [1-2]. In addition, the aspects of the disciplines are not uniform and the tests
are often multidisciplinary. Therefore the production of the criteria system is a complex problem
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Figure 3. Spatial structure used for the example [8].

The previously described algorithm produces the aspect system of examination. The
algorithm rests on philosophical basis. Philosophy is the ancestor of disciplines so the criteria
system can replace the aspect system of the various disciplines in a uniform way [7]. Following
the identification of the examination aspect system the system model is easier to create.
The starting points of the algorithm are the main philosophical themes. The boundary
conditions, the orientation, and the need for details determine the algorithm. This allows to
create a general logical system of criteria that is appropriate to the needs. Using this, the
relevant aspect system can be produced. The example mentioned in this study confirms the
usability of the algorithm.
This modeling is based on unified principles. Because of this the results of the tests are
comparable [7]. In addition, this method makes easier to adapt the operation. For example,
the operating principles of energetic, mechanical, IT and social organizations can be adapted
to each other.
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ABSTRACT
This article intends to demonstrate – through the monitoring of traffic data – the importance of data
transfer rate on mobile networks and prevalent user trends. Current paper examines both already
operating mobile networks and ones presently in the state of standardization in order to shed light on
the data transfer rate maximizing strategy, and to find out how a wide frequency spectrum should be
necessary for handling growing user demands. Furthermore, recognizing the demand for the
continuous expansion of data traffic, current article – relying on previous Cisco research and the
analysis of broadband mobile networks – aims to estimate the necessary data transfer rate and the
amount of increase in data usage regarding the next few years to serve the developing mobile
technologies. In the world of IoT, M2M and Smart Cities, the available mobile networks most likely
will not be able to sufficiently deal with the high traffic, the article seeks to answer whether the
development of new mobile technologies (like the 5G) are in line with the growing needs of users and
machines and to propose a solution for handling the expected data traffic.
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Problems and solutions with outstanding data rates in mobile network

INTRODUCTION
Demand for technological progress regarding the mobile networks is ever increasing. Thanks
to the advancement of mobile technologies, user needs can be properly served. The position
of frequency spectrum defines the possibilities of wireless technologies regarding the ensured
coverage and quality, including the maximum available data transfer rate. The service
providers have made huge efforts in the last few years to maximize data transfer rate and
make the 4G (LTE) network available – including suburban and rural areas as well – since
they already have the necessary frequencies to build a nationwide coverage. The
LTE-Advanced and the upcoming 5G (that is still under standardization) is capable of a very
high speed. But, is that rapid innovation, high data rate and huge capacity really necessary?
This article is about to answer this question by presenting the LTE-Advanced and the 5G
networks, and by analysing forecasts and showing trends of mass events and cities from a live
mobile network point of view. The processed sampling data came from a mobile network of a
service provider that has millions of users.

FREQUENCY BANDS FOR 4G (LTE) IN HUNGARY
The frequency is the basis of mobile services, having the appropriate frequency bands is
fundamental to radiate mobile technologies, thus it has a key role in radio communication. It
should be also taken into account that the frequency bands are exclusively allocated to
specific services, which is a limitation of frequency resources. Cutting-edge technologies or
creating new services increase the demand for wider frequency spectrum [1].
Mobile operators usually lease the frequencies on a long-term basis through a frequency
tender issued by the Government. The last frequency auctions of Hungary took place in 2014,
when 280 MHz frequency spectrum was announced for HUF 104,15 billion to be undertaken
for 20 years. The purchasable frequencies were made public in packets, blocks “A”, “B” and
“C” had the 800 MHz, the 900 MHz and the 2 600 MHz band, blocks “D”, “E” and “F”
contained the 1800 MHz frequency band, block “G” offered the 2 600 MHz FDD band, while
in block “H” the 2 600 MHz TDD could be purchased [2, 3]. The 800 MHz band became
disengaged due to the disconnection of analogue TV broadcast [4]. This band is the most
significant in respect of coverage, since the propagation of radio signals is more favourable in
this band than in higher ranges.
During the auction, service providers entered successful bids in a total value of HUF 130,6
billion and acquired lease rights for the frequency bands for 20 years, and accepted other
criteria as well: for instance the 4G service must be available for 96 % of the population and
cover at least 90 % of Hungary’s territory within 60 months. All operators (which provide
mobile services) got frequency band on 800 MHz, 900 MHz and 2 600 MHz. The 800 MHz
and 2 600 MHz bands play a role in extending the 4G service, the 800 MHz band is essential
to achieve nation-wide coverage. The successful frequency auction was a milestone of
Hungarian mobile telecommunication and defined the long-term strategy of wireless service
providing companies. The sold bands are shown in Fig. 1.
Hungary’s next frequency auction will take place in the coming years. The most important
band that could be purchased through this tender is the 700 MHz spectrum. This band will
likely be used for the LTE-Advance (and possibly in the future for the 5G), in conjunction
with the neighbouring 800 MHz and later on the 900 MHz bands [5].
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Figure 1. The sold bands of Frequency Auction Hungary 2014.

BROADBAND MOBILE NETWORKS
4G (LTE) PLANNING STRATEGY TO MAXIMIZE DATA TRANSFER RATE
The 4G is a single-frequency wideband network, which means that each mobile cell of a base
station interferes with each other and with the surrounding base stations (and with their cells)
as well. This considered, the dominance of mobile cells should be increased in their respected
service area as much as possible, in order to achieve the theoretically available maximum
speed. Increasing dominance and reducing interference will result in an improvement of SNR
(signal-to-noise-ratio), which directly affects the data transfer rate. Therefore the mobile
operators design their networks in the line with this strategy [6, 7]. The following diagrams
indicate the importance of SNR and the reduction of available data transfer rate due to SNR
degradation close to the boundary of cells (sectors).

Figure 2. The available data transfer rate within the three cells of a base station (the darker

the area, the higher the available speed – the data transfer rate is the minimum at the
boundary of the cell’s range).
In Fig. 2, mobile sector 2 is rotated to the direction of sector 3. The two cells operate on the
same frequency, which increases the interference and damages SNR in both cells (in sector 2
and 3), thus the available data transfer rate is also getting lower [7].
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Figure 3. The available data transfer rate within the three cells of a base station (the darker

the area, the higher the available speed) – after the rotation of sector 2 to the direction of
sector 3.
THEORETICAL DATA TRANSFER RATES ON LTE-ADVANCED IN HUNGARY
The 4G service has been available in Hungary since 2012 and operated on the 1800 MHz
band with 10 MHz bandwidth, which was capable of reaching ~75 Mbps [8] theoretical
maximum data transfer rate by using MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output – multiple
antenna is in use on the transmitter and receiver side) [7]. Following the successful frequency
auction, the Hungarian operators could multiply the available speed on their 4G network
since the end of 2014 due to the new frequency bands (800 MHz and 2 600 MHz) and the
fact that the bandwidth was increased on 1800 MHz.
The LTE-Advanced refers to the data transfer rate of over 150 Mbps, which was switched on
in Hungary in 2014 and has been available nation-wide since 2015. LTE-Advanced could be
described as a combination of available frequency bands, which means that separated bands
can be aggregated using the so-called „carrier aggregation” feature. For example if a 20 MHz
wide frequency band provides 150 Mbps theoretical maximum download speed and there is
an additional 20 MHz bandwidth aggregated to our bandwidth, the maximum download
speed will be doubled, reaching 300 Mbps and the capacity will increase as well [9].
As mentioned above the double carrier aggregation is already in operation in many parts of
Hungary. The triple carrier aggregation was introduced in November 2016 in Hungary, when
the 800 MHz (20 MHz wide band), the 1800 MHz (20 MHz wide band) and the 2 600 MHz
(20 MHz wide band) frequencies were merged in order to reach the theoretical maximum
download speed of 450 Mbps (with 60 MHz wide spectrum). The maximum download data
transfer rate of LTE-Advanced technology are summarized on the following diagram.
Later on the so-called Massive MIMO will be released, which provides much more than 2  2
antennas on the transmitter and receiver side [11], the theoretical maximum downlink data
transfer rates could be also seen in Fig. 4.
5G EXPECTATIONS FROM A DATA RATES POINT OF VIEW
Standardization of the fifth-generation mobile network (5G) is currently under way. All the
relevant mobile base station manufacturing companies and the major players on
telecommunications market are involved in this collaborative effort. The first release is
expected in 2020 [12].
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Figure 4. The available theoretical data transfer rates on LTE-Advanced [10].

As noted above the frequency spectrum is the pillar of wireless technologies. As expected, a
much higher range will be allotted for the 5G than for existing mobile technologies. Currently
the highest frequency band that used for mobile service in Hungary is the 2 600 MHz. The
primary frequency band of 5G is currently set at around 6 GHz, which means an unusual high
band in terms of radio service, but it is assumed that (after the disconnection of terrestrial
broadcasting) the 700 MHz band could also be used in order to enable the nationwide and
indoor 5G coverage [13].
The spread of radio signals weakens with increasing frequency and radio signals penetrates
with more attenuation through materials and objects in the higher frequency range [14]. In the
6 GHz range the radio signal propagates with a level of degradation that it might require a
denser network (an increase in the number of base stations) in order to supply nation-wide
coverage. This could mean the largest investment that mobile operators have ever made
regarding the access, the transmission and the core networks. The transmission network will
most likely be a system of optical networks or possibly in the future of high-performance
microwave devices [15]. The expected frequency bands for the 5G are shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. The planned band and the use of frequency ranges of the 5G [16].
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In exchange the 5G will provide the highest data transfer rate that has ever been experienced
on mobile networks: it will offer near real time communication sans delay and also increased
capacity. The data transfer rate is expected to be 10 to 20 Gbps for one subscriber, the delay
of the network might be less than 1 ms and the capacity could be ~1000 times more than that
of existing technologies. As mentioned above, a denser network will be required, which
means the number of users (that are in one cell) will decrease and this will also increase the
capacity compared to previous technologies [17].
In Fig. 6 one can see the comparison of data transfer rate regarding the existing mobile
technologies and the 5G.

Figure 6. Representation of “Peak data rate” for 3G, 4G and 5G [18].

The real time latency can be a milestone in several sectors, such as healthcare or self-driving
cars. Regarding medical surgeries the vision of 5G can be illustrated with the following
examples. As the 5G will offer high data transfer rate and almost zero network latency, the
surgical interventions could be made remotely – even from a continental distance – without a
personal presence. With the help of high performance sensors (on the doctor’s side) and
robotic arms (on the patient’s side), the surgery can be performed in real time (due to
approximately zero latency). After the release of self-driving automatic cars 5G could
provide innovative solutions like avoiding traffic jams and accidents by connecting and
synchronizing vehicles to each other. Each necessary manoeuvre (that will handled by
automatic cars) could be realized immediately in real time [19].
In addition to the above the engineers, who are currently working on the 5G standard, are
trying to reduce the complexity of the network compared to the 4G. The focus is on the
environmental sustainability as well: the battery of a 5G device can be expected to use a
hundredth of the energy required in case of a 4G terminal [18].
The 5G is also expected to serve machines rather than people directly, like IoT (Internet of
Things), which means the connection between devices and the internet that will communicate
in real time with each other. The number of these devices is expected to rise in the tens of
billions by 2020 [19].

TRAFFIC FORECASTS
The swift evolution of mobile technology brings up the question, whether LTE-Advanced
and 5G will be able to provide the high data transfer rate and capacity foreshadowed by the
increasing number of users and data traffic trends. In order to find the answer, forecasts –
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published by the Cisco – have been analysed, which might provide an insight for the growth
of mobile data traffic and trends that are to be experienced in the coming years. In order to
have an accurate result, a live network of a mobile operator has also been examined in this
regard and will be discussed in the following section.
DATA TRAFFIC FORECASTS BY CISCO
There are some important milestones we might start with, which are also anticipated by
Cisco’s study. Over the past 5 years the global mobile data traffic has grown 18-fold.
 In the next 5 years the global mobile data traffic will reach a new milestone: The 4G
networks will handle more than three-quarters of the global total mobile traffic by 2021;
 4G connection will generate double traffic on average as a 3G connection;
 By 2021 the 5G will be 0,2 % of connections and 1,5 % of total traffic but a 5G
connection will generate 4,7 times more traffic than the average 4G connection due to the
high speed that the 5G is expected to provide [20].
The global mobile data traffic grew 63 % in 2016, which was a huge increase. The following
figure shows how the data traffic in each region increased in 2016. Central and Eastern
Europe saw a 64 % increase, while data traffic in Western Europe grew by 52 %.

Figure 7. Mobile Data Traffic Growth in 2016 [20].

By 2021 the overall global mobile data traffic is expected to grow to 49 Exabytes per month,
which means a seven-fold increase from 2016 to 2021. During this period the mobile data
traffic will grow at CAGR (Compound Annual Growth Rate) of 47 %. Expectations of the
coming years are shown on the next figure [20].

Figure 8. Cisco Forecasts 49 Exabytes per Month of Mobile Data Traffic by 2021 [20].
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Cisco also predicts that 4G networks will become increasingly dominant by 2021, 56 % of
the terminals will already be driven on 4G networks, but 3G networks will also have a
minimal 2 % increase. However the proportion of 2G (GSM) usage will decrease from 42 %
to 11 % between 2016 and 2021. The reason for this is that the ratio of devices capable only
of 2G will decrease, therefore the 2G is not expected to follow an increasing trend. The
newest technology, the 5G will produce more than 1000 % rise regarding the number of
connections (2,2 million in 2020 to over 24,5 million in 2021), which ratio includes M2M
(Machine to Machine) connections as well, as illustrated in Figure 9 [20].

Figure 9. Global Mobile Devices (Excluding M2M) by 2G, 3G, and 4G+ [20].

4G carried 69 % of total global mobile traffic in 2016 by representing the largest share of mobile
data traffic by network type. It will grow exponentially faster than other technologies to represent
79 % of all global mobile data traffic by 2021. 5G will support 4G with 1,5 % of mobile traffic
by 2021 and provide high bandwidth (1000 Mbps) and ultra low latency (1 ms) [19, 20].
A 4G connection currently generates nearly four times more traffic than a 3G connection. 4G
networks provides significantly more data traffic rates and drive users with greater bandwidth
usage, thus the terminals on 4G are expected to generate much more traffic than on 3G. The
following figure summarizes the mentioned prognosis and shows the ratio of overall data
traffic in exabytes per month [20].

Figure 10. Global Mobile Traffic by Connection Type [20].

Cisco’s research showed that the data traffic on mobile networks will nearly increase 1,5-fold
per year [20]. Cisco has also made a study about the data transfer rates that will expected to
be available on average by 2021, as shown in Fig.11.
The 4G data transfer rate will nearly double by 2021 according to Cisco, which can be
realized for instance through carrier aggregation.
In order to handle the forecasted significant increase of data traffic in the next few years, it
seems to be necessary to re-allocate new frequency bands (which were explained in the first
chapter) in order to launch new 4G layers (use of the 4G on several frequency bands) and use
LTE-Advanced.
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Figure 11. Mobile Speeds by Technology: 2G Versus 3G Versus 4G (Source: Cisco VNI

Mobile, 2017; Ookla Speedtest.net) [20].
DATA TRAFFIC FORECAST REGARDING LIVE MOBILE NETWORK USAGE
As it has already been mentioned above, the operations of a mobile service provider have also
been examined in respect of data traffic change. The operator has more than 5 million
subscribers. Trends of data traffic were analysed using data collected from three mass events
and three large cities.
Changes in Data Traffic of Mass Events
For major events, the mobile operators install temporary base stations to ensure high data
transfer rate, capacity and quality in order to provide great customer experience and
uninterrupted service. Regarding temporarily installed mobile networks of mass events (like a
festival attracting tens of thousands of users) it can be said that they have the required
capacity as it could be able to meet the demands of a whole town or a large city. Thus the
annual data traffic of these events might provide a good prognosis for the annual increase of
live mobile network on average, and also could provide a feedback to Cisco’s forecast.
The events that were analysed had 45k-100k visitors, who were present at the same time. As
there are a plenty of user located in a small area, this means a challenge from mobile operator
point of view to deal with the demand in proper quality and without any interruption of
service. For the analysis broadband mobile networks (3G, 4G) are in the focus. The 2G
network was not analysed, because the data traffic – driven by the 2G network – is negligible
compared to broadband networks.
Event 1 lasted 5 days on a territory of about 0,12 km2 and had 45 000 visitors (who were
present at the same time). Fig. 12 shows the increase in data traffic. The diagram starts in
2015 and the comparison expands to the following two years, the growth is presented in
percentage. The table contains upload and download data aggregated and show the change of
3G and 4G network traffic separately and cumulatively as well.
Event 2 was bigger than Event 1 regarding its geographical size (~0,17 km2), the number of
users and the mobile network. ~50 000 people stayed at the same time on the 4 days long
event. Fig. 13 shows the result of the last three years.
Event 3 was located on a ~1 km2 territory and counts 100 000 people at the same time, lasted
for 7 days and proved to be the most demanding from a mobile network capacity point of
view. Its data traffic change is presented in Fig. 14.
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The total data traffic – on 3G and 4G overall – grew to 1,9-fold at Event 1 from 2015 to 2016
and doubled from 2016 to 2017. This load mostly affected the 4G network. The data traffic of
3G network had a downturn in 2016 compared to 2015 and increased a bit in 2017 compared
to 2016 (the load of 2017 exceeded the amount of data traffic – experienced in 2015). The 4G
network usage grew more than 2.8-fold from 2015 to 2016 and it doubled from 2016 to 2017.

Figure 12. Data traffic change of Event 1.

Figure 13. Data traffic change of Event 2.

Figure 14. Data traffic change of Event 3.

The data traffic of Event 2 – similar to Event 1 – grew to about 1,7-fold from 2015 to 2016
and doubled from 2016 to 2017. 3G traffic saw a minor increase, while 4G traffic increased
considerably.
The traffic of Event 3 doubled from 2015 to 2016 and it nearly grew to 2,5-fold by 2017
including 3G and 4G data. 2,3-times more data was driven through the 4G network in 2016
than in 2015 and from 2016 to 2017 the traffic grew 2,6-fold.
According to Fig. 15, one can conclude that the more users were attending the events, the
larger annual traffic growth was experienced. The data of analysed events shows an annual
doubling in the volume of data at least.
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Figure 15. Data traffic change of analysed mass events – 2016, 2017 compared to 2015

(growth is given in percentage).
As stated previously – an intense increase could be discerned on the 4G network and minimal
increase or lower decrease on the 3G network in 2016 and 2017 compared to 2015. The
penetration of 4G terminals is rising year by year, the number of only 3G capable phones is
decreasing, that is why there is more data going through 4G network broadband mobile networks.
Changes in Data Traffic of Large Cities
Three large cities – City 1, City 2 and City 3 were also examined in terms of data distribution.
The sampling took place in September and was also analysed in 2016 and 2017.
City 1’s geographical size is 280,8 km2, the population is around 164 000. Fig. 16 shows the
data traffic in September of City 1 regarding the last two years (growth is given in
percentage). City 2 is located on 461,2 km2 territory with a population of 204 000. Fig. 17
shows the result of the sampling months. City 3 (territory: 525,2 km2), with a population of
1732 000 people, was also examined, and the data obtained is shown in Fig. 18.

Figure 16. Data traffic change of City 1.

Figure 17. Data traffic change of City 2.
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Figure 18. Data traffic change of City 3.

The data traffic usage of City 1 grew by 1,8-fold compared the data of September 2016 to the
same month in 2017. The use of 3G data declined by 20 %, while the use of the 4G network
significantly increased. The dataflow on 4G was more than 2,2 times higher in September
2017 than a year earlier.
Data traffic of City 2 also shows an increase in 2017, almost 2 times higher traffic was
handled in 2017 than in 2016. This was achieved by the decline of 3G traffic by more than
23 %, while the 4G network generated nearly 2,5 times increase in September 2017.
The data volume of City 3 grew by nearly 80 % in September 2017 compared with the same
month of 2016. The data usage decreased more than 16 % on 3G, so the 4G network had
more than twice as much traffic in 2017. The increase in data traffic of large cities is
summarized in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Data traffic change of the largest cities September 2016 compared to September 2017.

Based on live network results it can be noticed that concerning large cities the annual traffic
was about 80 % more in September 2017 than in September 2016. The most densely
populated city saw a more minor, but also significant increase in data traffic.

CONCLUSIONS
The results in the previous chapters show a major increase in data traffic both in the Cisco
forecasts and in the live network analysis. According to Cisco and live mobile network data
we can say that the data traffic on mobile networks is close to doubling each year. At the
events that were under review, the utilization of 3G networks grew slightly and decreased
only in one case in the examined years, while 3G traffic – in the cities that were surveyed –
recorded a remarkable decline in the sampled month. On the 4G network there was a
considerable and unstoppable increase experienced on mass events and in large cities as well.
The results of live network analysis are in line with Cisco’s forecast considering aggregated
data traffic and shows disparity in the case 3G network usages. A possible explanation for
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this might be that the penetration of 4G capable terminals seemed greater in large cities,
therefore the 3G took a back seat.
All this leads to the conclusion that mobile operators have a tough task due to the significant
data traffic growth. Now we may answer the question posed in the abstract of this article: The
LTE-Advanced and the upcoming 5G (that is still under standardization) is capable of a very
high speed, but is this rapid innovation, high data rate and huge capacity really necessary?
The answer is clear on the basis of the results: yes.
The new technologies (like the 5G) and features could provide a tool for the service providers
to increase the available data transfer rate, which is important from a capacity point of view
as well: the higher the available data rate, the faster the mobile user downloads the data and
for the shorter time the network resources are utilized (the data transfer rate has an indirect
effect on the capacity).
Based on the results of live mobile networks and Cisco, the service operators might have to
invest into cutting-edge technologies and features in order to keep up with the trends of
growing traffic, thus there is a need for launching new 4G layers and using LTE-Advance
until the arrival of the 5G. It is already apparent that in the upcoming years the
implementation of new technologies (such as the 5G) will be essential in order to handle the
forecasted traffic increase in sufficient quality and without congestion and interruption. 5G is
the key technology for smart cities [21].
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ABSTRACT
The reform of the pension system is a cardinal and noteworthy subject in all countries of the European
Union (EU), particularly the Visegrád Four. Visegrád Four are the four central European postcommunist countries, the Czech Republic, the Republic of Hungary, the Republic of Poland and the
Slovak Republic – the issue of ageing society and the problems of its pension systems’ is often
discussed in myriad scientific meetings. These economic and social challenges necessitate long-term
government strategies, which need to be modelled, simulated (tested and verified). The study shows
the numbers and the problems of the state pension system of Visegrád Four, particularly with regard
to the main problems of Hungarian social security system is based on the expected population and
demographic statistics. The study is based on statistical projections, it includes an attachment of the
results of a questionnaire-based behavioural economics research, a presentation of a vision of pension
expenses and pension standards in EU and Hungary.
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INTRODUCTION: CHANGING OF THE POPULATIONS OF THE
EUROPEAN UNION AND V4
At present most countries’ social insurance systems are pay-as-you-go (PAYG) systems, i.e.
expenses of pensions being payed are covered by the inpayment of jobholders [1]. The
theoretical foundation of this kind of pension system was introduced in a publication of Paul
Samuelson in 1958 [2]. This theoretical foundation is based on the presumption that the
active members of a society support the elderly. This presumption is valid only if the number
of babies being born is sufficient to insure enough active future jobholders to support the
preceding generation(s). Another presumption of Samuelson is that as the population
increases, the economy also grows [3].
We can examine the distribution of the population by age with a population pyramid. As the
first figure shows, the calculations of the website https://populationpyramid.net show that the
population of Europe is going to decrease. The figure represents the pyramid of ageing
societies. According to precalculations, rapid ageing can be expected, which endangers the
long-term sustainability of the pension systems of the European countries [4-7].
The population pyramid of Visegrád Four (V4), see Figs. 1-5, can be found on the website
mentioned. According to the second figure, Hungary’s population, similarly to the population
of the European Union, is going to be stagnant in 2050.

Figure 1. Population pyramid of Europe in 2018 and 2050.

Figure 2. Population pyramid of Hungary in 2018 and 2050.
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Fig 2 shows that in Hungary in 2050 the proportion of young and very old people is almost
the same as in 2018, but between these two age ranges the pyramid is radically different,
which will be the subject of further research.

Figure 3. The population pyramid of the Czech Republic in 2018 and 2050.

Figure 4. Population pyramid of Republic of Poland in 2018 and 2050.

Figure 5. Population pyramid of Slovak Republic in 2018 and 2050.
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Based on these reports, in Eastern Europe in the next few decades it is dramatically
decreasing. Among the fastest shrinking ethnic groups in Eastern Europe (some in Central and
Northern Europe) according to the UN 2017 forecasts [4]. According to Table 1, EU and V4,
their population shrinks by 5 % or more. Hungary, Poland, their population shrinks by 15 %.
The tables show the precalculations of a study of the Commission of the European Parliament
(EPC) [5-7]. According to the study, rapid ageing of the population of the European Union can
be expected as a consequence of the growing life expectancy of men and women. Precalculations
assume that the number of births is not going to change significantly (see Table 2).
Table 3 demonstrates the dramatic changes in the number of job-holders: the active part of
the population is going to decrease radically. The size of the active population (working-age
population aged 15-64 years) will be greatly reduced, which is expected to lead to a reduction
in tax payments. On the other hand, pension expenditures are expected to grow in the EU
Member States.
Table 4 shows that the ratio of pensioners and working-age people in EU and V4 are likely to
grow at the same time.
Table 1. Current and future population of EU and V4 [4].

European Union
Hungary
Slovak Republic
Poland
Czech Republic

2018, million
739,49
9,72
5,43
38,17
10,56

2050, million
706,79
8,28
4,89
32,39
9,964

change, %
-5
-15
-10
-15
-6

Table 2. Fertility rate for EU and V4 [5].

European Union
Hungary
Slovak Republic
Poland
Czech Republic

2016
1,55
1,48
1,40
1,37
1,62

2020
1,61
1,61
1,47
1,45
1,68

2030
1,67
1,68
1,60
1,56
1,74

2040
1,71
1,72
1,68
1,61
1,76

2050
1,74
1,75
1,74
1,65
1,78

2060
1,77
1,77
1,79
1,68
1,80

2070
1,80
1,80
1,82
1,71
1,82

Table 3. Working age population, age 15-64, as % of total population for EU and V4 [5].

European Union
Hungary
Slovak Republic
Poland
Czech Republic

2016
65,3
67,1
70,0
68,7
65,9

2020
64,1
65,0
67,7
66,0
63,7

2030
60,9
63,0
64,5
62,6
62,5

2040
57,9
60,4
61,9
61,1
60,3

2050
56,1
57,4
56,8
55,9
55,7

2060
55,7
55,6
53,9
52,4
54,5

2070
55,9
56,0
54,7
55,6
57,0

2060
53,1
53,2
59,4
64,9
55,7

2070
52,2
52,0
56,8
62,2
49,7

Table 4. Ratio of pensioners and working-age people in EU and V4 [5].

European Union
Hungary
Slovak Republic
Poland
Czech Republic

2016
29,9
27,5
21,0
23,7
28,1

2020
32,5
31,3
24,9
28,4
31,9

2030
40,3
35,2
32,9
37,3
36,2

2040
48,0
41,8
39,7
42,6
42,6

2050
52,3
49,1
51,5
55,3
52,2

In order for the PAYG pension system to be maintainable in a society, the number of
jobholders needs to be significantly larger than the number of retired citizens – otherwise the
system is going to become imbalanced. Table 4 shows the ratio of pensioners and working43
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Table 5. Potential GDP (growth rate) for EU and HU [5].

European Union
Hungary
Slovak Republic
Poland
Czech Republic

2016
1,3
1,9
2,4
2,7
2,2

2020
1,4
1,9
2,8
2,6
1,9

2030
1,2
2,1
2,8
1,9
1,8

2040
1,2
1,2
1,8
1,2
1,1

2050
1,4
1,5
1,2
0,7
1,1

2060
1,5
1,3
1,2
1,0
1,5

2070
1,4
1,3
1,5
1,0
1,4

age people. According to the precalculations of EPC, the proportion of younger and older
people is not going to change in a positive direction as the population of the elderly is going
to increase, while the young (working) population is going to decrease. The fifth table shows
the change in GDP. As GDP is expected to fall in V4, funding for pensions will probably
entail increasing burdens. Financing pension payments will likely become a heavier burden
on countries of the European Union, including V4.
Figure 6 shows the microsimulation modelling of the population. A similar microsimulation
model is used in Hungary to estimate the size of the population in the future. Specialized
administrative and other organizations are conducting more and more research into how the
size of the population will affect macro- and micro-economical processes and the
sustainability of the state pension system in the future.

PENSION MODELLING IN EU AND V4
State pension systems are targeting long-term goals and have long-term impacts. [1]. The
Hungarian pension system is founded on two main pillars: the first pillar is the PAYG
principle, the second is the capital provision principle [12]. In the case of a pension system
based on the PAYG principle, the incoming contributions are not capitalized nor invested, but
pensions are payed directly from them. The PAYG system is comfortable and might seem
attractive while the population and the economy are growing. The recent obligatory social
insurance system faces the following three problems that endanger the financial balance of
the Hungarian pension system: an ageing population, a low level of employment and the
partial payment of contributions. According to demographical data, the population stopped
growing a long time ago. Meanwhile, pension payments are continuously growing as
statistics show [8]. The PAYG system is undergoing a serious crisis in the European Union
and the reforms of pension systems are inescapable. On a macro level an automatic system
should be designed for contributions and pension payments that would ensure the long-term
balance of the system [9].
A method to simulate the aforementioned problems and pension models with computers is
microsimulation. This way there is no need for authoritative decisions – the effects of decisions
can be simulated and calculated before the decision is made. The term “micro-simulation” is
short for the expression “micro-analytical simulation” [5, 6, 11, 13, 14].
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Figure 6. The microsimulation modelling process [5].
Table 6. Tools of modelling pension systems in EU and V4 [8].

Public pension
Model
schemes

Country

Financing

Belgium

PAYG

DB

MIDAS-BE

Germany

PAYG

PS

AVID

Sweden

PAYG

NDC

SESIM2

Hungary

PAYG

DB

MIDAS-HU

Slovak
Republic

PAYG

PS

IER

Poland

PAYG

NDC

ZUS

Czech
Republic

PAYG

DB

NEMO

Institution
Belgian Federal Planning
Bureau (FPB)
Ministry of Labour and Social
Affaires and the German
Pension Insurance (MLSAGPI)
Ministry of Health and Social
Affairs (MHSA)
Central Administration of the
National Pension Insurance
(CANPI)
Institute for Economic Research
(IER)
Polish Social Insurance
Institution (PSII)
Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs (MLSA)

Micro-simulation models applied in the impact analysis of the pension system may be
classified according to many aspects, from absolutely static to fully dynamic [8].
Micro-simulation modelling takes place at the level of individuals and households, i.e. in
those locations where the direct impacts of the changes of the pension system are registered
(see Fig. 6.). This way the changes in the distribution of various incomes (wages, pensions) in
time can be modelled Pension systems are for the long term and therefore they have
long-term impacts. According to demographic figures, the population has not grown for a
long time, and preliminary calculations show that the growth of the economy has stalled and
pension expenditures keep increasing [5-9]. Recently, PAYG systems are in a deep crisis
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everywhere in the world, therefore the reform of the state-operated pension system has
become inevitable. It is essential to assess the impacts of actions, and micro-simulation is an
excellent method for this. The task of pension calculation requires the long-term forecast of
data and that can be done through modelling (in the U.S. calculations are performed for 75
years, in the EU and in V4 for 50 to 60 years ahead) [8]. In general, we use the following
micro-simulation models in the impact analysis of pension systems (see Table 6.) [15].
Dynamic simulation is generally used, where the demographic modules also have to be
created. In Hungary the predicted number of births, deaths, marriages and divorces necessary
for the modules can be obtained from the statistical service of the state (KSH). Table 6.
shows that countries of the EU use different tools for modelling their pension systems.
Nowadays dynamic microsimulation models are used in public or semi-public research
agencies or ministries in EU member states for policy assessment. Many models form the
basis of international scientific publications and are therefore better known. Models
developed in public institutions are less extensively documented (in English) and appear less
often in international publications.

RESULTS: THE EXAMINATION OF SUSTAINABILITY
Microsimulation can predict the effects of planned measures therefore it can effectively help
decision-making. Information is important for an economic entity, be it a state or private
organization. Without information there is no progress, no possibility for planning, which
results in fall-back and regression [16]. Safety and security are essential elements of the
operation of an organization. The financing method of the pension systems (e.g. DB –
defined benefit, PS – points, NDC – national accounts) also differ across countries (see
Table 6.). While occupational and private pension schemes are usually funded, the degree of
their funding relative to the pension promises may differ, due to the fact that future pension
benefits can be related either to the salary and career length (defined-benefit system) or to
paid contributions (defined-contribution system). Most public pension schemes are financed
on a PAYG basis, whereby contribution revenues are used for the payments of current
pensions. In most countries, minimum guarantee pensions are covered by general taxes.
Earnings-related schemes are often subsidised to varying degrees from general government
funds. Some specific schemes, notably public sector employees’ pensions sometime do not
constitute a well identified pension scheme but, instead, disbursements for pensions appear
directly as expenditure in the government budget. On the other hand, some predominantly
PAYG pension schemes have statutory requirements for partial pre-funding and, in view of
the increasing pension expenditure, many governments have started to collect reserve funds
for their public pension schemes. The actual PAYG pension system is still quite popular
although it is going to face a serious crisis, therefore it will probably continuing a changed
form. Experts suggest a mixed pension system (state pension and self-care forms together)
but there is still no model everyone would accept as ideal. Now the sustainability of the state
PAYG system will be examined in more detail according to a simplified mathematical model,
based on macro and microeconomic aspects [11]. Based on economic activity, human life can
be formally divided into three sections: childhood, active age and old age. In the first and
third sections people do not do any paid work; in the second section they usually do [1]. At
present the social insurance system is PAYG, that is, every year it is mostly the contributions
of the workers that covers pension payments [3]. The simplified mathematical model of the
PAYG system is the following [11, 16, 17]: Number of contribution payers  Pension
contribution rate  Yearly average salary  Number of pensioners  Annual average pension.
Table 5. shows that the number of people in paid employment is going to decrease, while the
old-age dependency ratio is going to increase, therefore according to the formula the pension
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contribution rate will have to be increased to keep the balance. Employees will have to pay
more tax and contributions. Fig. 6. shows that in modelling usually the average salary and the
average pension can be used, but it is important to take into account that everybody has a
different career, salary and pension, if we wish to make actual calculations. In modelling
usually the average salary and the average pension can be used, but it is important to take into
account that everybody has a different career, salary and pension, if we wish to make actual
calculations. When examining the sustainability of the state pension system, we have to
examine the above-mentioned simplified mathematical model of the PAYG system. The
number of pensioners is forecasted to increase drastically; this cannot be changed. This way
the right side of the equation will increase and the balance will be upset. The question is how
the balance can be reset. An increase in the number of people paying pension contributions:
according to demographic forecasts, this number will not change considerably; what’s more,
it is likely to decrease. A solution can be to motivate young people to have more children.
Increasing the pension contribution rate would mean a further tax burden on employers and
employees. Increasing the yearly average salary: it cannot be increased very much because
productivity is not high in Hungary. Decreasing the yearly average pension: pensions are low
as they are, and further decrease would cost the ruling party many votes. Another possibility
is raising the age of pension eligibility, which was suggested and introduced in many
European countries. Wherever we make modifications in the formula, the system becomes
imbalanced. The two sides should be macro-economically balanced. Therefore experts
suggest the mixed system (public and private). In the current pension system, a
supplementary element can be a voluntary pension fund. This may mean that the standard of
living we got used to in our active years can be maintained after retirement. There exist other
pension saving systems as well, such as pension insurance.
The research focused on the present and future state of the respondents. We wanted to know
what customs and processes motivated them to choose the form of self-care, the pension
system they chose. We examined the respondents with behavioural economics and factor
analysis [18]. The starting point of the research project is that people think of pension with
fear and uncertainty. Based on the previous chapters, it can be seen that the pay-as-you-go
system is in a crisis, therefore the second pillar of the pension system, self-care, receives more
and more attention. To understand the motivations behind the decisions of the respondents,
we used factor analysis, which is a widespread method nowadays to map personality [19].
We processed the data of the surveys and carried out the statistical calculations with the SPSS
software [20, 21]. The online survey was completed in 2017. The respondents were
answering online on kerdoivem.hu (http://www.kerdoivem.hu/kerdoiv/927511662). The
number of respondents was 500 altogether (n = 500). My basic questions were about pension
systems, pension savings, self-care and retirement security because these determine the
financial background of our future life, that is, the extent of our self-care. The replies were
divided into three groups: 1) knowledge of pension systems (mandatory, voluntary), 2) financial
planning (characteristics of various savings plans) and 3) the role of self-care (the mapping of
personality). These three groups are analysed separately by the qualitative research. Several
statistical characteristics were calculated, such as average and frequency, and we did cross
tabulation analysis.
Table 7. shows further relationships, such as savings in the case of different ages. For
example, people between 29-48 years of age consider savings important. Table 8. shows
further relationships between pension savings and optimism. Pension savings are more
important for optimist men than optimist women (shown by the higher number of 324
affirmative responses).
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Table 7. The role of age in pension savings.

between 15-19
between 19-28
Age, years
between 29-48
over 49
Total
Percentage, %

Has pension savings?
Yes
No
1
63
48
162
100
73
33
20
182
318
36,4
63,6

Total
64
210
173
53
500
100

Table 8. The role of optimism in pension savings.

Number
Percentage, %
Yes
Pension savings %
% Total
Optimist?
Number
Percentage
No
Pension savings %
% Total
Number
Percentage
Total
Pension savings %
% Total

Pension savings
Male
Female
324
12
96,4
3,6
67,4
63,2
64,8
2,4
157
7
95,7
4,3
32,6
36,8
31,4
1,4
481
19
96,2
3,8
100,0
100,0
96,2
3,8

Total
336
100,0
67,2
67,2
164
100,0
32,8
32,8
500
100,0
100,0
100,0

Young people think they have several options to make a foundation for their future financial
situation. The state pension system is mandatory, however, as far as voluntary and private
funds are concerned, our decisions are usually made according to our income and our
emotional decisions. Generally speaking, respondents are most encouraged by the general
economic situation and security at work, and the pension and health insurance systems in the
future country.

CONCLUSION
According to forecasts, current pension systems are likely to cause severe social and
economic problems globally because of the rapid ageing of our societies. Based on forecasts,
the current pension regime, and the drastic change in the ratio between active wage earners
and pensioners will, with a high degree of probability, cause social, economic and other
problems in the future both globally and in our country. The issue of sustainability also
highly affects the definition of the possible model. The wide range of tools of
microsimulation can be used to model and plan the pension system. As we have presented in
the study, using the tools of micro-simulation the concepts of the pension regime can be
modelled quite well in advance; such modelling has become increasingly common and
successful in the EU and also in V4. In our days planning a pension system requires the
possession of skills and application of up-to-date planning methodologies. The sustainability
of the PAYG pension system is determined by the ratio of the number of people in
employment, or rather the number of people paying contributions and the number of
pensioners, since pensioners get their pension from the contributions paid. Experts
recommend a mixed pension system, in which self-care has an important role. The
respondents think about many possibilities to supplement state pension. State pension is
compulsory; therefore it has to be chosen. In the case of supplementary ways of self-care, the
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choice of the form or forms of savings is determined by our income and emotional decisions. Of
course, research cannot solve all the problems of the pension system but researchers can clearly
define and examine possibilities and effective methods for prediction and problem-solving.
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ABSTRACT
As the present trends show current policies lay more stress on using solar energy and renewable
energy sources as some years before. There is a 175 000 TW power of solar energy, which came from
the Sun. If it could be exploited, less than 10 % of this would be enough to cover the human economy.
The solar energy has an important role in the reduction of the Ecological Footprint of humanity. This
research would be offered a survey the global solar energy trends and the potential of building sector
in Hungary. Furthermore, also the alternative energy sources appeared in the transport: many
governments give financial assistance to the proliferation of electric cars.
Government and policy support for renewable energy has increased considerably over the past
decade. Two drivers underpin this trend: first, the effort to constrain growth in greenhouse-gas
emissions and, second, concerns to diversify the supply mix (promoted particularly by high oil prices,
especially in 2005-2008). To address these concerns, more and more governments are adopting targets
and taking measures to enhance the share of renewables in the energy mix.
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GENERAL GLOBAL ENERGY TRENDS
One of the major challenges faced by European countries today is the reduction of CO2
emissions that contribute to climate change, and one of the key areas where improvements
could be made easily and at low cost is the energy efficiency of buildings. There is an urgent
need nowadays to reduce current levels of greenhouse gases emissions. Greenhouse Gases
(GHGs) are water vapour (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O),
ozone (O3), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrofluorocarbons (HCFCs, HFCs). On the
other hand, the European Union (EU) countries are largely dependent on energy imports and
vulnerable to disruption in energy supply, which may in turn threaten functioning of their
current economic structure. The EU imported 54 % of its energy sources in 2006 and was
projected to increase even further by 2030. Reducing its import dependency EU is one of the
main goals of the 20-20 by 2020 target – this legislative package is believed to reduce the
expected imports of energy by 26% compared to the development before the 20-20 initiative.
There were three main directions of the 20-20 programme, which are the 20 % cutting of
GHGs, the 20 % rising in the using of renewables and the development of energy efficiency
by 20 %. The pledge of Hungary in this programme was the increasing of the renewable
energy using with 14,65 % and the decrease of GHGs emission with 10 %. One of the most
important environmental problems is the energy consumption of the buildings. It is shown in
this paper that buildings can deliver large energy and CO2 emission reductions at low costs.
The directives and the methods of the energy certification of the buildings spread across
Europe. Only 1-2 % part of the building stock is exchanged every year, so it is very important
to increase the energy efficiency of the existing buildings, too.
As the statistics shows, in Middle Europe the gap to reach the 2020 renewable energy share
target is on an average value. In Hungary the purposed value to 2020 is 14,7 % and the
reached value in 2016 is 14,2 % [1]. In other Middle European countries, for example in
Poland and in Slovakia the stance in 2016 was worse than in Hungary. The intent in Poland is
15,9 % and the reached value in 2016 was 11,3 %. The corresponding values in Slovakia in
2016 were 14,0 % to 12,0 %.
The following table shows the forecast in Poland. Accordingly, the three major energy user
sectors in 2020 still the Industry, Households and Transport. This table is similar to other
countries in this region, and based on this, it is clearly visible that the intervention may be the
most efficient in these sectors.
Table 1. Demand for final energy by sectors of the economy in Poland, based on [2].

Industry
Transport
Agriculture
Services
Households
Total

2006
20,90
14,20
4,40
6,70
19,30
65,50

2010
18,20
15,50
5,10
6,60
19,00
64,00

2015
19,00
16,50
4,90
7,70
19,10
67,20

2020
20,90
29 %
18,70
26 %
5,00
7%
8,80
12 %
19,40
27 %
72,80 100 %

Short-term changes in energy demand and the composition of the fuel mix are largely a
function of economic conditions, energy prices and the weather. But long-term trends, as is
shown by the strong contrasts across the main WEO-2015 (World Economic Outlook)
scenarios, can be significantly changed by the manner in which governments intervene in
markets to tackle energy-related challenges.
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Nonetheless, several fundamental energy trends persist across the scenarios: rising incomes
and population push energy needs higher; energy-market dynamics are increasingly
determined by the emerging economies; fossil fuels meet most of the world’s energy needs,
from an ample resource base; and providing universal energy access to the world’s poor
remains an elusive goal [3] (Fig. 1.).

Figure 1. Solar PV Global Capacity and Annual Additions, 2006-2016, on the basis of [4].

RISING RENEWABLE ENERGY PARTICIPATION
In 2040, the share of renewables (including traditional biomass) in world primary energy
demand could/would/planned to/etc. reach 15,7 %, from 12,6 % in 2010. This rapid increase
is underpinned by incentives to overcome market barriers, falling technology costs, stronger
application of policies, rising fossil fuel prices and in some cases carbon pricing (see Section 1).
Most of the growth occurs in the power sector, where their share in total generation grows
from 20 % to 31 %, a near tripling in actual generation.
Global demand for renewable energy continued to rise during 2011 and 2012, despite the
international economic crisis, which makes us feel its influence in the future, on-going trade
disputes, and policy uncertainty and declining support in some key markets. Renewable
energy supplied an estimated 19,2 % of global final energy consumption by the end of 2014,
the latest year for which data are available.

Figure 2. World primary energy demand by fuel in the New Policies Scenario, based on [3].
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Of this total, approximately 8,9 % came from traditional biomass, which is used primarily for
cooking and heating in rural areas of developing countries. Useful heat energy from modern
renewable sources accounted for an estimated 4,2 % of total final energy use; hydropower
made up about 3,9 %; and an estimated 1,4 % was provided by power from wind, solar,
geothermal, and biomass and by biofuels. Among others this rate shows that the value of
wind energy using is lower in 2014 than in 2012 (Fig. 2.).
Renewables are a vital part of the global energy mix. Modern renewable energy can substitute
for fossil and nuclear fuels in four distinct markets: power generation, heating and cooling,
transport fuels, and rural/off-grid energy services. This section provides an overview of
recent market and industry developments in the first three sectors, while the Rural Renewable
Energy section covers rural/off-grid energy in developing countries. The section that follows
provides technology-specific coverage of market and industry developments and trends [5].
During the two-year period 2012-2014, installed capacity of many renewable energy
technologies grew very rapidly, with the fastest growth in the power sector. Total capacity of
solar Photo Voltaic (PV) grew at rates averaging 60 % annually. Concentrating Solar thermal
Power (CSP) capacity increased more than 40 % per year on average, growing from a small
base, and wind power increased 25 % annually over this period [5].

Figure 3. Renewable power capacities in the world, EU27, BRICS, and Top Seven Countries

End-2015, based on [4].
PV additions shows us the fastest PV growing trends in the world. It shows that the leading
country is China and the United States follows it with the half of its growing (Fig. 3.).
Hydropower and geothermal power are more mature technologies and their growth rates have
been more modest, in the range of 3- 4% per year. Bio-power is also mature but with steady
growth in solid and gaseous biomass capacity, increasing at an average 8 % annually.
Demand has also increased rapidly in the heating/cooling sector, particularly for solar thermal
systems, geothermal ground-source heat pumps, and some bioenergy fuels and systems [5].

RELEVANCE OF BUILDING SECTOR – ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Buildings are the largest consumers of energy. The sector’s global final energy consumption
doubled between 1971 and 2010 to reach 2 794 Mtoe, driven by population increase and
economic growth. During current policies, global energy demand from buildings is projected
to grow by an additional 838 Mtoe by 2035 compared to 2010 [6].
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Most of this growth will result from the increase of building’s energy use in non-IEA
countries. The growing energy consumption of buildings is expected to effect heavy pressure
on the global primary energy supply unless effective policy action is taken at a global level
((International Energy Agency) IEA, 1994).
In most EU member countries, buildings currently account for more than 40 % of primary
energy consumption. [7] The residential sub-sector remains the largest consumer of energy at
a global level, and the non-residential sub-sector has increased its share since 1990,
especially in Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa (BRICS) [8] (Fig. 4.).

Figure 4. Average annual growth rates of renewable energy capacity and biofuels production,

end-2007–2012, based on [8].
Renewable energy plays a key role in reducing greenhouse gas (for example CO2) emissions
and other forms of pollution, diversifying and improving the security of energy supply of
humanity and maintaining our world-leading, clean-energy technology industry. That is why
the European Union has agreed on legally binding national targets for increasing the share of
renewable energy, so as to achieve a 20% share for the entire Union by 2020.
From the viewpoint of the security of supply Hungary is highly dependent on energy source
imports, and fulfils 80 % of its domestic crude oil demand, and over 83 % of its natural gas
consumption from imports, primarily from former Commonwealth of Independent States
(CIS) countries (due to the limited hydrocarbon reserves of the country, the share of imports
may increase further). Through the use of renewable energy sources, the dependency on
imports can be reduced, as the use of renewable energy is planned to be realised from
domestic sources [9].
In the last few years there has been a spectacular growth in using private renewable energy,
which has been envisaged by the Hungarian Ministry of National Development. Nowadays,
in Hungary, these power stations, which are nominal built in power is less than 50 kW, does
not need regulatory or Distribution System Operator (DSO) permission – this is one of the
main reasons of growth in renewable energy usage [10] (Fig. 5.).
Energy saving: The most efficient and successful implementation methods to increase the
security of supply in the near future are reducing of the primary energy consumption and
increasing the energy efficiency [11]. The common aim is increasing the inland primer
energy use in Hungary (1085 PJ in 2010) by only 6 % till 2030. But it will not be more than
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Figure 5. Built in performance of small-scale household power stations according to energy

sources, based on [10].
1150 PJ that was the average value in years before the economic crisis. It can be created with
the reducing of CO2 emissions and fossil-energy use [9].

CONCLUSIONS
Environmental sustainability and climate protection: the use of renewable energy sources
contributes to the reduction of CO2 emissions. While selecting specific applications,
environmental and nature conservation considerations have special priority. An important
mean of ensuring is that environmental and nature conservation aspects are taken into
account to include them as criteria for having regarded in particular to the establishment of
aid schemes [12].
The most important strategic objective of Hungarian renewable energy policy is to optimise
the joint implementation of the security of supply, competitiveness and sustainability as
primary national economic goals, while also taking into account long-term considerations.
There can be various forms of interaction between the aforementioned three goals – in many
cases their implementation may conflict with one another, but they may also strengthen each
other [13].
If the energy consumption reaches the amount of 1150 PJ, the energy intensity will drop
rapidly because of increasing of gross national product is associated with an almost stagnant
energy consumption. As a result, import dependency of inland fossil-fuels and fluctuation of
the energy prices can decrease.
A significant part of energy efficiency increasing is the building energy efficiency program.
Nowadays the 40 % of total energy consumption in Hungary is the energy need of the
building stock, and two-thirds of it is for heating and cooling. 70 % of the building stock
(about 4,3 million) does not fulfil the technical Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(EPBD) requirements. In case of the public buildings this rate is almost the same.
This is the reason of the buildings renovation – most of all in case of public buildings – has
priority (because they consume a significant amount of energy). The aim of energy strategy is
to decrease about 30 % – 40 % at heating energy demand till 2030 in accordance with
guidelines of the EU building energy program. On the other hand, the development of the
solar power generation and distribution plays key role in improving energy efficiency, and in
reducing energy demand of the industrial and transport sector, too.
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ABSTRACT
The article deals with safety assessment of the building which can be considered as soft target. The
building can be a place of the future bomb attack. The article specifies assessment of such blast
loaded structure based on the maximal value of the pressure on the window, as crucial part of
structure, and the level of possible injury of people. At the end blast protection of selected object is
design. The aim of the article is to show the possible threat of persons in the building of Žilina
University canteen where a social event takes place.
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Safety assessment and blast protection of selected soft target

INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, the number of terrorist attacks in Europe has increased considerably,
causing considerable tension and nervousness. Not only in Europe, but around the world,
terrorist attacks and other violent crimes are increasingly concentrated in the vicinity of
targets that are easy to access, characterized by a high concentration of people and a
relatively low level of protection – soft targets and critical infrastructure that make us more
concerned with protecting and defending these goals. With theoretical aspects of critical
infrastructure protection deal Hofreiter and Zvaková [1].
Due to the activities of Slovakia, it is not excluded that some terrorist cell in Europe decides
to attack our state as revenge for the activities of Slovakia in the global fight against
terrorism. However, due to the overall Slovak atmosphere and the position of Slovakia, it is
more likely to increase radicalism either in the form of right-wing radicals, religious
conservatism or fundamentalism, but also in the activities of individuals with the aim of
combating the lack of society (such as the legalization of light drugs, registered partnerships
of same-sex partners, against inappropriate citizens or immigrants). Recently, such attacks by
so called Lone Wolves are unfortunately more frequent, and they are no longer only abroad,
but they are already in our territory. On December 28, 2011, at street of Protifašistických
bojovníkov in Kosice in the McDonald’s fast-food there was an explosion of a trap explosive
system that only by chance accidentally did not injure the customers of operation. The
attacker’s personal goal was to alert on the animals killing [2].
The target of these attacks could become the academic ground as a space for meeting political
streams, progressive views, and significant liberalism. Discussions on the prohibition of
abortion or, on the contrary, on the legalization of light drugs can cause individuals to
intervene and demonstrate their disagreement. Therefore, it is not excluded that the academic
ground will become the target of a Lone Wolves’ attack in the future. The act of such a “Lone
Wolf” can also be a common revenge for unsuccessful college studies.

SOFT TARGETS
With soft targets, many problems are now linked, from the inability to create a single
internationally valid definition, to the creation and application of appropriate security system.
An increased number of terrorist attacks and other violent crimes is putting pressure on an
urgent solution to this issue. Attacks on soft targets have recently become the most used way
of influencing government powers and intimidating people.
In order to work on creating an appropriate security system that can be applied to protect
selected objects, soft targets need to be properly defined. Despite the absence of a definition,
the concept of soft targets generally refers to people, people assemblies, and objects in which
a large number of people are concentrated, these objects are not at all or insufficiently
protected against terrorist attacks and other violent crimes.
Based on the above , we can consider as a soft target:
 schools, school facilities (gymnasiums, dining rooms, dormitories etc.),
 Sports facilities
 shop centre,
 theatres and cinemas, concert halls,
 bureau,
 cafes, restaurants, bars,
 churches and church monuments,
 markets and fairs,
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polyclinics and hospitals,
hotels,
square,
museums and galleries,
train and bus stations, airports, ports, train sets, airplanes,
various gatherings of people.

These objects are also specific because we talk about them as soft targets only in relation to
serious incidents (violent crime – such as mass shooting) or terrorist attacks against which
they are poorly protected. This means that in the case of other types of crime, such as
property crimes, they are / can be adequately protected (they have a quality camera system,
alarm security and emergency systems, physical protection, ...).
The identification of risk soft targets that could become the target of the attack is very
important, but at the same time it varies depending on the particular local environment under
consideration. For the purpose of this article, we studied soft targets in the local environment
of Žilina city. Using the CARVER method to identify important and very important things
(objects), we identified as a risky soft target in the city of Žilina the building of Canteen of
the University of Žilina.

OBJECT DESCRIPTION
The building of the University Canteen of University of Žilina is the scene of various cultural
and social events. Recent social event, connected with celebrations of the 65th anniversary of
the founding of the University of Žilina, where hosted over 600 former and current members
of the academic community. The canteen of University of Žilina is shown in Fig. 1.
The building is located on the street Vysokoškolákov 26 in Žilina. It is situated in a forested
area in a mild hill. There are three access roads to the building, one designed for cars and two
for pedestrian access. Due to the large number of students and tearchers and other personels
eating daily in this facility, the potential risk of the attack is a great.
Structure of the building consists of fenestration (glazing) and bearing pillars. The glazing is
composed of a series of 32 glass panes with two glasses in frames made of plastic profiles
reinforced with galvanized steel. The height of the glass wall is 354 cm and the width is
704 cm. In the case of a bomb attack the most vulnerable part of the building to the violation
and the subsequent threat to the population are glazed walls. For these reasons we will focuse
on the fenestration.

Figure 1. Fenestration of the surveyed structure.
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BLAST WAVE PROPAGATION
In the case of initiation of a explosion system, a very strong exothermic reaction occurs.
During the reaction, the solid and liquid component of the explosive gas is transferred to the
high pressure gas. Explosive products are expanded into the environment under high pressure
and strive to find balance with the surrounding environment, resulting in a shock wave. This is
characterized by a change in pressure, density and temperature on its frontage. The shockwave
process is characterized by a steep increase in pressure at the beginning of its course. Once
the maximum value has been reached, the phase goes down, which continues until the
negative phase produces a vacuum for a very short period of time, resulting in the drawing of
the vapor and air from the environment towards the epicenter of the explosion. Upon
leveling, a positive shock wave occurs, but no more than the first recorded pulse. The entire
process is generated at very short time intervals, in the order of hundredths of a second [3].
P0 – initial (zero) value of
pressure
P+ – maximal pressure
P- – minimal pressure
tA – arrival time of blast
wave
td – duration of blast wave

Figure 2. Propagation and phase of pressure wave [3].

During the blast wave, we recognize the two phases – positive and negative. The size of the
negative phase pressure is much smaller than in the previous positive part. In analyzes of
determination of the response of a construction structure when initiating a explosive system,
it is contemplated to idealize the course of the pressure wave to the triangular waveform, i. e.
linear function. In further analyzes, such function will be considered.

WINDOWPANE FAILURE
Two cases may occur when the window is damaged. Either the glass breaks or the entire
window pane is thrown out.
The breaking of the window panes, when the pressure wave is applied, occurs if one achieves
either the bending strength of the glass or the critical angle of the window pane. The removal
of the entire window structure from brick or other wall construction material determines how
is secured the shear load bearing capacity of the window-to-wall connection. The draw-off of
the entire window wings determines on the direction of the load on the window wing and the
shear strength of the window frame tructure and further the tensile or shear or bending
strength of the hinges according to the arrangement of the entire window structure [4].
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The possible deflection of the glass is also the deformation of the window leaf by bending. If
the bending capacity of the frame is exceeded, the window frame may break. In case of large
deformations, therefore, the bending capacity of the glass is exceeded, resulting in horizontal
cracks at the point of greatest stress and thus in the reduction of the load-bearing capacity of
the whole window pane [4].
How much pressure is created and the construction is affected by explosion it depeans on
many parameters. The basic parameter is the type of explosive substance, the weight of the
explosive and the distance from the building. It is decisive how the pressure wave propagates,
whether it is perpendicular or oblique, or is reflected or obstructed by an obstacle.
In the bomb attacks mentioned, homemade explosives are used. The worldwide trend is that
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO) is the most commonly used. Ammonium nitrate is
industrially produced in huge quantities and under certain circumstances is itself capable of
explosion. With a small amount of fuel added, its sensitivity and explosive properties
increase sharply. For our research, we have selected the factory-produced called DAP-2,
which has the same properties, as a substitute for the homemade ANFO explosives.
The explosive is a mixture of ammonium nitrate, kerosene and dye. Its detonation velocity is
2 600-2 700 m/s and the explosion heat is 3 830 kJ/kg. At a density 0,65 g/cm3 the PCJ
detonation pressure is 2,95 GPa. With resistance of the object from the effect of explosion of
homemade ANFO explosive deal Zvaková and Kavický [10].
Therefore, to determine the maximum value of the overpressure of such a window pane can
be made in two ways. When exact mechanical properties of the glass are known, calculating
its ultimate strength, i.e. flexural strength, or as mentioned, the angle of the window pane
break is possible. In our case, we do not know the precise mechanical properties of the glass
used and therefore we will proceed according to the research of Makovicka [4].
Window failure can be estimated from nomograms (Figure 3) based on experimental and
theoretical analysis of window glasses under triangular overpressure of blast wave. The
maximum overpressure size depends on the size of the glass surface, the glass age (differentiates
new and old glass, 10 years), the thickness of the glass and the duration of the overpressure.
In our case for 85  85 cm2 = 0,7225 m2 glass panel, we expect 10-year glass, 3 mm thick.
Using the above mentioned DAP 2 explosive, considering the distance of the pane from the
center of the explosion 1 m and the weight of the charge of 0,5 kg, the length of the
overpressure is determined by 1,5 ms. From the graph (Figure 3), based on the above values,
we determine the size of the wave pressure, which is approximately 10,0 kPa. An explosion
of 10,0 kPa will cause damage of the glass. With procedure of the window systems reaction
to a shockwave load deals Zvaková in [9].
Ratio of dimensions of window a/b = 1.
By the aforementioned procedure, we obtained the maximum pressure that the analyzed pane
will carry. In order to suggest possible protection of the object and people, it is necessary to
find out what type of explosive, how much weight and distance will cause such explosion.
Several approaches from different authors exist to determine strength. We will describe the
procedure according to Mills [3]:
1,772 114 108
P 3  2 
 0,019.
(1)
z
z
z
This is the law of the third root, which introduces the reduced distance z
z  R WR1 / 3 ,
(2)
where R is the distance from the center of the explosion and WR is the reduced weight of the charge.
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Figure 3. Strength of a window glass [3].

Hence, if the maximum pressure is 10 kPa, from formulas (1) and (2) we obtain that a
pressure of 10 kPa on the pane is created with 0,5 kg of DAP 2 explosive at the distance of
10 m. Thus stand-off distance is very critical. It is clear from Table 1 that the closer the
source of the explosion is, the greater pressure on the structure is induced. At a very close
distance, the pressure increases markedly. The second part of the table shows the pressure-to-weight ratio. From these values, it is possible to assure a devastating effect of the explosive,
even with a small amount of the explosive if it is close to the construction.
Table 1. Influence of change of pressure of the explosive system on the distance and weight

of the charge.
distance, m
pressure, kPa
weight, kg
pressure, kPa

10
9,77
0,5
9,77

8
13,00
1,0
13,14

6
19,45

4
37,60

1,5
2,0
15078,00 1801,00

4,0
25,77

2
159,42
6,0
32,27

1
958,58
8,0
38,14

0,1
815 532,00
10,0
43,67

As well as window panes, window frames have been experimentally verified. Table 2 was
compiled to estimate the strength of the window frames [4].
Table 2. Damage to buildings at various pressures [4].
Pressure, kPa Effect
< 0,5
No damage
0,5 – 1
Small damage to window fills (only part, glass cracks without debris, etc.)
1–2
Greater damage to window fills, partial wiping of glass wreckage)
2–5
Partial damage to door and window frames, façade and interior wood partitions
5 – 20
Window destruction, damage to light structures and common brick structures
10 – 30
Partial disruption of the buildings of mostly family houses
20 – 30
Significant disruption of urban multi-story buildings
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INJURIES OF PERSONS
In the previous calculations, the pressure required to destroy the windows was set to 10 kPa.
From Table 3, it follows that the standing person will be buried in the level of 15 kPa. As we
suppose, people staying in the dining room behind the window panes, will be damaged by the
secondary, by flying out fragments of the windows. Because the structure is not sufficiently
resistant to destruction and structure breakage, fragments penetrate into space in the direction
of shockwaves and threat the persons. Especially dangerous are small overpressures in the
range of 5 kPa to 20 kPa, in which it is highly probable that people will be wounded by
wreckage (at a great distance of tens to hundreds of meters) of broken glass windows and
doors, at this pressure the slags are not thrown to the ground, [4]. Extreme fragments of
different sizes are created by the shock wave effect, resulting in interruptions in the integrity
of the window panel, which are capable of acting on a relatively large area. Flying glass
fragments most often cause traumatic injuries or penetrate human bodies that are unable to
withstand this kind of action. Larger objects coming from damaged building materials cause a
devastating injury caused by a combination of weight and speed of the body [5].

Figure 4. Areas of varying degrees of injury caused by fragments of broken glass [5].

In order to determine the possibility of damage caused by glass fragments, a scale of injuries
can be used from a material viewpoint and a method of solving the window filler. The scale
has several points. The difference between stages 3a-3b represents the boundary level of
injury, where the severity of the point 3b derives the assumption of injury to persons exposed
to the cracks created by the window fillers. Another level can be determined at the point
between points 4 and 5, where people at the place indicated by point 5 have very serious or
even fatal injuries [5].
Table 3. Injury of persons at various pressures.
Vulnerability
Overpressure, P, kPa Description of the injury
Group
Damage from the direct action of the pressure wave is
0
< 10
unlikely
At a pressure of approx. 15 kPa, the
Easy injuries to standing person is buried
1
10 – 30
people
At a pressure of about 34 kPa, the
earbuds will crack
2
30 – 150
Severe injuries to persons
3
150 – 200
Fatal injuries

PROTECTION DESIGN
A potential bomb attacks is very difficult to predict, but due to the unfavorable current
situation in the world and the increasing number of anonymous threats, appropriate protection
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features have to be applied. One solution could be the installation of protection against waves
caused by an explosive system. The bomb attack will cause considerable damage to the
building, which means disturbing the bearing system of the entire building. One solution is to
use additional material (so called terofit technique) to increase building resistance. By using
recyclable materials they have dealt with research Figuli, L. et al. in [6]. The solution will be
the PAXCON PX3350 protective spray application for bearing walls (Figure 5). This type of
spraying is used to dampen the action of explosive ammunition, is particularly suitable for
enhancing building resistance – significantly reduces secondary damage. The PX 3350 is
spray-applied and applied to the walls of a building that is exposed to the risk of a bomb
exploding. Spray walls resist explosions due to their ability to bend, ultimately resisting
explosions much larger than normal uncoated walls [7].

Figure 4. Application of PAXCON PX3350 [9].

Figure 5. Installing security films [9].

Subsequently, because of the large glazed part of the building, it is necessary to install safety
glasses for windows, which prevent the glass from breaking into the interior of the building.
Security window films are polyester or PET films that are applied on glass surfaces, in order
to hold together possible shatters after glass cracking. The main advantages of security films
is that they can be applied on glass after manufacture or installation (Figure 6), i.e. in the
form of pure retrofitting product. These films are available in various thicknesses, generally
in the order of 100 m, up to 525 m [7]. For the better protection of present people, special
bomb blast net curtains and catchers are intended to protect people inside buildings from
exterior explosions. The nets cover windows inside buildings and are aimed to catch and retain
flying shards of glass, preventing the whole glass panels from being dislodged by blast wave.
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CONCLUSION
When we determine the maximum pressure load that the windows transfer to the building of
Canteen of University of Žilina, we have come to various partial conclusions. An
overpressure value caused by 10 kPa explosion to which the window pane is low. Such a
pressure in itself will not cause very serious personal injury. Persons will, despite this claim,
be seriously threatened and injured due to the secondary effects of fragments of broken glass.
A pressure of 10 kPa can already develop a 0,5 kg DAP 2 load at a distance of 10m from the
building. In order to protect the population and the building, effective action should be taken
to prevent catastrophic consequences, to increase the strength of window panes, to prevent
access to the immediate vicinity of the windows.
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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on the creation of a security boundary through the establishment of information
security, more specifically by creating an environment that allows for information security for peopleto-people communication. The relevance of the research is justified by the vulnerability of
infocommunication tools and systems, as well as by the spread of increasingly cheaper
information-gathering technologies. There was a need to create an environment where personal,
communication between man and man could be realized so that its information content remains
protected. Analysing the problem, there are a number of security solutions for information-technology
devices, but the creation of a near-human analogue environment for information security is a frontier
for the subject. In this approach, the direction of the research was determined by the task of
developing an environment that excludes the online operation of infocommunication technologies that
create an information security gap and how to identify the spatial position of radio-based
communication devices in protected spaces that may be a source of information security. In
connection with the continuous quality assurance of the protection, it is necessary to identify the radio
signals in the environment of the protected room, which – in the majority of cases – is a built
environment with buildings. We offer a new conceptual solution. We studied the operation of the
information security breaches during the preliminary research phase by designing a protected space
and, by virtue of their principal exclusion, we propose a schematic layout of a protected room,
excluding many information security issues. The main purpose of the research is to present an
environment that can create a safer person-to-person communication and to provide a novel possible
conceptual solution for determining the location of the source of a radio signal.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of smart cities has greatly increased the use of wireless technologies. The
close-range operation of a large number of radio devices involves the formation of
interference and the problem of malfunctioning caused by disturbances. Faults in such
malfunctions resulting from this kind of error can be a critical issue for the continued
operation of smart cities, as basic infrastructures are built on these devices. Automation
systems are everywhere, from positioning and communication functions in traffic through
information infrastructure in business, to industrial wireless networks and smart homes [1].
As a result of the subject, a special problem emerges in terms of information security for
smart cities. This problem is largely relevant to business and administrative infrastructure as
the special physical security interface that could address the problem opposes smarting
processes. In order to provide information security, an environment in which oral and visual
information is secure is to be established [2]. One way to create security for word of mouth
and the visually emerging information is to carry out the interaction between the walls of a
protected conference room. The creation of such environment in a Smart environment is a
special task because the entire verticality of the telecommunications acquis in the information
society must be excluded from such an environment [3, 4]. The physical security of protected
meeting rooms includes the need to ensure continuous testing and protection of the direct
radio environment. By using a continuous monitoring system in the environment we are able
to acquire a picture of the features of the radio ether and the presence of radio communication
devices. In such environments, it is necessary to know the frequencies present and their
sources and to detect new radio signals. The emergence of a new frequency may pose a
security risk because the smart environment is fully covered by the arsenal of wireless
telecommunications technologies. The source of the new signal that appears is to be
identified in the same way as the source of possible disturbance for smart wireless systems.
Protected premises relevant to the subject are in a densely-built environment following
urbanization trends where the implementation of radio localization is difficult because of the
delimiting walls of buildings and reflections. Researching the subject, the detection of
interference of devices using standard wireless communication technology is a well-proven
measurement system, but localizing disruptions is a difficult task. With the emergence of the
problem, paralleling the complex security of the protected premises, the localization of a
radio source may be a problem. This article first aims to provide an overview of the principle
of the physical design of a protected conference room we deem appropriate and the principle
of the protection of the radio protection, and then, later on, will continue to provide a solution
to the problem of the exploration of the radiation source outlined above. The solution comes
from the combined use of multiple technologies, which include conventional radio field
measurements, inertial navigation, cloud-based data storage and data processing technology,
and elements of computer visualization.
Data, that may either be open or undisclosed, is generated 24 hours a day in the information
society of our time, as well as in smart cities. Data is usually stored on a data carrier or in an
information-technology (IT) system to achieve the appropriate quality and capacity. You
have to process data to turn it into information. The data processing and the storage of results
are nowadays almost exclusively carried out on computing devices, which significantly
increases the relevance of the creation of protection designs for the security of non-public
data [5-9]. Data protection is dealt with by the legislator at a legislative level, and the
protection of IT tools and networks, as the basic information sharing environment of the
information society, is dealt with by development and research teams, as well as international
and national organizations [10-16].
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METHODOLOGY
In the initial phase of the research, general research methods were used. The review of the
problem to be resolved, the examination the physical characteristics of human
communication, and the examination of the emerging effects. Thereafter, a search for a
conceptual solution to exclude problems that arise, and finally, a proposal was made for a
conceptual design. During the research, the question of localizing radio signal sources in
environments surrounded by buildings arose. Looking at the subject, it’s difficulty became
prominent. Analysing the problems that arise during the research, a novel conceptual solution
can be proposed for the problem.
The expected outcomes at the end of the study:
• proposal for the design of a protected room,
• investigation of the possibilities of the localization of radio signal sources,
• proposal for the localization of radio signals in the vicinity of a protected room.

CONCEPTUAL DEFINITIONS
“Smart City: A smart or a ‘more livable’ city is a settlement that uses the technology options
available (primarily information and communication technology) in an innovative way that
promotes a better, more diversified and more sustainable urban environment. A city may be
called ‘smart’ if sustainable economic development and a further increase of living standards is
stimulated and driven by the investment in human capital, traditional (e.g. transport) and modern
information and communication infrastructure – while treating natural resources wisely” [17].
According to literature [18]: “Information protection (or information security as defined by
the NIST): The protection of information and information systems from unauthorized access,
use, disclosure, disruption, modification, or destruction in order to provide:
1. integrity, which means guarding against improper information modification or destruction,
and includes ensuring information nonrepudiation and authenticity;
2. confidentiality, which means preserving authorized restrictions on access and disclosure,
including means for protecting personal privacy and proprietary information; and
3. availability, which means ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information.”
Our conceptual definition of a protected room is as follows. From the point of view of the
subject, we define a demarcated area as a protected area where sensitive, valuable data and
information (at the right place, classified data, and information) are displayed in an acoustic
and visual form. The intended objective is that the data and information that are produced in a
protected room should be impossible for unauthorized parties to acquire. The aim is to create
and maintain a uniform protection strength.
“Radio direction finding (DF) system: It is an antenna array and a receiver arranged in a
combination to determine the azimuth angle of a distant emitter. All DF systems derive the
emitter location by initially determining the angle-of-arrival (AOA). Classically, radio
direction finding techniques have been based on multiple-antenna systems that employ
multiple receivers” [19].
Radio monitoring: an inspection of the radio frequency environment that constantly monitors
the characteristics of a radio spectrum in question. It is able to detect radio signals that appear
in the examined range and it can indicate if there is a deviation from the reference value in
the case of a signal.
“Inertial navigation is a self-contained navigation technique in which measurements provided
by accelerometers and gyroscopes are used to track the position and orientation of an object
relative to a known starting point, orientation and velocity” [20].
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THE EMERGING BREACH IN INFORMATION SECURITY
To ensure that non-public information is displayed (be qualified or sensitive) more criteria must
be met. The confidentiality, integrity, credibility, and availability of data, as well as the necessity
and proportionality of the protection, and the principle requirement of knowledge [5, 8, 9]
must not be violated [4, 21]. In order for data to be interpretable by a human being, one has to
elaborate it and get to know it during a process [15]. The information should continue to
comply with the data criteria. The processing of protected information usually takes place in
a delimited system, as well as in an environment protected by engineering and the previously
mentioned laws and organizations. Cognition and sharing in a human-human context require
new physical and protective measures to achieve a level of defense consistency. Human
cognizance is carried out with the help of sensory organs, especially hearing and vision. The
display of information in a form that is directly understandable to man, and is happening in
the processor, storage and transmission chains that are considered well protected,
encompasses a new medium – the protection of which that cannot be ignored. This medium is
the space in which the information is displayed acoustically and visually. Cognition requires
interfaces. The physical phenomena appearing in voice-based transmission are either the
vibrations of the voice generated by human communication or the sound of a speaker from an
IT media player. During visual transmission, the physical phenomena are either the paper
with the written information or the information content of the various monitors and
projectors. There are several physical phenomena in the chain that need to be investigated
from an information security point of view, and in the emergence of a theoretical information
security breach resulting from their occurrence, security steps may be needed to be taken to
block a possible channel [22]. If stored and transmitted information are provided with a high
level of protection in IT and storage systems, then beside the protection of legal, theoretical
and IT elements, the physical design of the environment compliant to information security
also cannot be neglected, as data and information is displayed there in their purest, most
human-close form. With regards to its notion, we call a protected room a demarcated area
where the exchange of data and information on data carrier devices, and human-to-human
communication can be realized in accordance with the criteria for classified information.
During cognition and communication, primary and secondary physical phenomena are
created that carry the information itself, thereby opening up the possibility of information
leakage. A primary phenomenon is the sound, that makes uses the air pressure waves as a
transmission channel to make the eardrum of nearby communicators and the surface of
nearby objects vibrate. In the case of visual communication, photons of light are reflected by
the written media and are directly emitted by the monitor or projector and travel through the
air into the eyes of the participants. Secondary phenomena are magnetic fluxes that correlate
with the appearance of information resulting from the operation of equipment used in
communication, additional vibrations in the sound generated by the sound, and scattered
beams during the reflection of light. In addition, further information security problems may
be posed by telecommunication devices at the site of communication, the networks of which
now offer almost complete geographical coverage [23]. Based on the data protection criteria and
considering the possibilities of technology, it can be stated that in the case of human-to-human
communication, and cognition of information with the help of a technology tool, the primary
and secondary data generated at the site of the interaction can be intercepted in the absence of
adequate protection and thereby the fulfillment of the data protection criteria could be at
harm. Sensitive data and information must be processed and distributed to the right holders
within the walls of a room, a protected area in which they are secure [24, 25]. The physical
phenomena resulting from the various forms of communication and the contributing additional
information must be in the plane of the bounding walls of the protected space [26-31].
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BASIC DIRECTIVES FOR ESTABLISHING PROTECTED POINTS
The establishment of the security organization of a protected room, or protected meeting
room in our case, cannot be conceived without the use of defense resources. Resources, based
on their type, can be live solutions and technical protection tools [32-34]. In this research, we
focus on the development of physical and technical protection solutions. When establishing a
protected room, placement is the first step. The location of such a room should, as an
autonomous space, be positioned as an interior space of a building group, with a complete
horizontal and vertical interconnection. The physical security of the protected room can be
further enhanced when it is surrounded by a fully controlled space. The design proposal is the
realization of a shell model, according to which a new autonomous space is created within the
designated space, with the realization of special needs. This new partition wall should be
made of a material that remains sufficiently firm, even in the case of long-term human
presence. In terms of material, breakdown and restoration should not be possible without
traces. The space between existing and formed spaces must be permeable from all directions
due to the feasibility of subsequent checks. The inner side of the confining outer space has to
be shielded in order to dampen the radio signals originating from within the inner space and
to prevent access to the communication channels from the outside [35]. The ventilation of the
inner room must be solved from the outside room so that the flow of fresh air indirectly
arrives at the inner compartment's airspace to avoid contact with the direct outside space. In
the space between the two rooms and in the engineering channels, noise has to be generated
to prevent the transmission of sound vibrations from the interior room. The walling of the
exterior enclosing room must be checked for the degree of acoustic attenuation of the sound
that is coming from the interior room, and in the case of weak dampening, it must be sound
attenuated [36-38]. The lighting of the meeting room should also be provided with light
sources on the walling of the surrounding room, thus reducing the number of technical
installations used in the protected room. Considering the furnishing of the meeting room,
simplicity should be sought after. Furniture items should contain as little metal as possible,
relying mainly on glass and transparent plexiglass furniture, if possible [39]. When designing
the protection, the room complex must be secured with proper locking and access control
system. When constructing the electronic property protection, it is recommended to create an
autonomous camera surveillance system and electronic property protection that is separate
from the central defense system. When discussing the comprehensive design of the complex
security of protected premises, the monitoring of the radio environment of the room cannot be
neglected [32]. In the vicinity of a protected room, it is necessary to know the characteristics
of the radio spectrum and the origin of the frequencies found therein. Despite the shell model,
an emerging radio signal may still carry a security risk and identify its origin is a must.
One possible information leakage channel in protected rooms is the security vulnerability that
emerges due to radio signals. The solution to the problem is the operation of the radio
monitoring system, which performs radio spectrum monitoring and analysis. If a new radio
signal is displayed in the protected room or in its vicinity, the monitoring system shall
generate an indication for the operator. The source of the sign to be displayed needs to be
identified to reduce the security risk. Such a room can be seen in Figure 1.

METHODS FOR DETERMINING THE LOCATION OF A RADIO EMITTER
The continuous testing of the radio environment and the detection of the newly emerging
frequencies can be done in several ways, but the framework of this study does not allow for it
to be explicated. However, it is a tough task to identify the sources of radio signals around the
protected areas of smart cities. The localization of a radio source is provided by the methods
of radio direction measurement and positioning and their combinations. Listing the methods,
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Figure 1. Possible design a protected room based on own idea.

the following options are available. The AOA is measured based on the angle of incidence of
the signal. When an antenna is used as a directed spatial filter, the direction of the signal’s
radiation is measured from a plurality of spatial reference points by direction measurement,
and then the intersection point is calculated or represented to obtain the source position. It can
be used with elevated efficacy in densely-built and internal spaces, due to shadowing and
reflections [40]. Another solution could be the Time Difference of Arrival, the time difference
between the arrival of signals, and the Time of Arrival measurement method, which is based
on measuring the time the signals arrive. The method requires a simultaneous setting of at
least three reception points. Because distances are small, high-precision timing and accurate
time synchronization between the reception points are a necessity. It is effective when
detecting impulse signals.
However, although the methods for outdoor measurements are usually successfully applied,
in the event of interference and multiple path signal propagation, they do not give a
satisfactory result in every case. In densely built environments and in the interior of
buildings, the main problem in the detection of radio signals is their reflection from objects
and the scattering of these reflections. To determine the radio source within buildings, a
better solution would be to determine signal strength decreases by using the Received Signal
Strength (RSS) method. By knowing the damping of the medium, and by measuring the
intensity of the incoming signal in different places, and then calculating the distance and
attenuation, the source location can be determined by representing the intersection of the
circles [19, 41-43]. The increase in damping value in open terrain for an isotropic antenna is
proportional to the square of the distance between the transmitter and receiver. Between and
within buildings, this value can only be modeled using complex formulas. Depending on the
frequency and the built environment, several damping formulas can be written. The literature
contains the Okumara-Hata model, which is contained in the expression (1) [44]:
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PL = 69,55+26,16log(f) –13,82(ht –hr) –c(hr) + [44,9 –6,55log(ht –hr)]log(d),
(1)
where PL is propagation loss measured in dB, f frequency measured in Hz, d distance
between transmitter and receiver measured in m, ht and hr transmit and receiving,
respectielly, antenna height measured in m, and c(hr) correction factor, the value of which is
as follows:

3,2  log 2 (11,75  hr )  4,97;
in a large city,

1,1  log( f )  0,7 hr  1,56  log( f )  1,8; in a small town,
(2)
c(hr )   
f
2  log 2
 5,4;
in a suburban area,

28

2
3
,
2

log
(
f
)

18
,
33
 log( f )  40,94;
in an open area.

Furthermore, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) prescribed formulas of
which ITU-R P.1238-7 02/2012 has been optimized for frequencies above 900 MHz. The
term is described in the following expression [45]:
Ltotal = 20log(f) + Nlog(d) + Lf(n) –28,
(3)
where N is a distance power loss coefficient, d separation distance (measured in m) between
the base station and portable terminal (with d > 1 m), Lf floor penetration loss factor
measured in dB and n number of floors between base station and portable terminal (n ≥ 1).

DETECTION OF RADIO SOURCE IN A DENSELY BUILT ENVIRONMENT
WITH THE COMBINED USE OF COMPLEX TECHNOLOGIES
As you can see, attenuation is strongly dependent on the environment. Therefore, it is not
easy to determine the location of a radio source, even when using the RSS method,
furthermore, navigation within the buildings without a GPS signal is also a challenge. The
conceptual layout presented can provide a novel solution to these difficulties. This solution
can, in principle, achieve the best results with the simultaneous use of several already existing
simple technologies. The implementation consists of a complex measuring unit and a data
processing evaluation part. The measuring unit measures its own spatial position and the
strength of the set radio signal on the spot. The data processing unit displays the recorded
data on a graphical interface to the user. One possible solution to measuring accurate spatial
location is inertial navigation. The principle of the operation of inertial navigation systems is
based on the application of physical phenomena that occur when accelerated movement of
bodies is examined in a standing right-angle coordinate system. Accelerometers are used to
measure inertial navigation systems. Nowadays, small size Inertial Measurement Unit
sensors are available that can be used and are accurate enough to accomplish this task. The
sensors perform complex functions in terms of their operation by providing acceleration,
rotation and magnetic field data through their output. The coordinates that are absolutely
necessary for positioning are calculated from the second integral of the accelerometer timing
signals [46-49], see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Gyroscope-based positioning [48].
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At about the same time, the signal strength and bandwidth signal are determined with a
software radio with surround antennas. We assign the values of the strength of the radio
signal in the given space to the location data, previously calculated from point to point. The
resulting data is transferred to a database. After the data processing, the radio field strength
distribution of the area is examined based on a given frequency and is then shown graphically
in three dimensions. Visualization can be carried out by matching the combination of various
false color and thermal imaging methods with the blueprints and maps of the examined area.
The implementation and evaluation of the measurement, in the case of a preconfigured
system, does not require special expertise from the people performing the task. The layout
principle is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Location-based radio coverage meter layout.

The system consists of two separate units. By analyzing the layout, it becomes obvious that
the evaluating display unit does not have to be on the measuring site and the
measurementdata can be evaluated offline and online too. The small size of the radio
measuring unit, that functions as a probe, allows for it to be easily integrated into a variety of
autonomous robots (UAVs, UGVs) so that areas can be mapped quickly to detect the source
of the given radio signal. In the following, the practical implementation of the measuring
system is to be carried out in connection with the continuation and closure of the research so
that we can conclude the feasibility of the theory based on the realistic measured data.

SUMMARY
The data security of human communication that goes on in smart cities carries the heightened
risk of data breach, that is cumulatively present due to the opportunities offered by the
different technologies. The physical design of protected rooms, which requires the creation of
a separate room for the sake of information security is discussed in this article. The space
around the protected premises, as a possible data transmission channel, requires the task of
continuous control. New radio frequencies near protected areas may be the source of
information security hazards, the source of which is to be identified. There are several
possible solutions for measuring radio direction and determining transmitter location,
however, it is difficult to implement these solutions in built environments, due to the
attenuation and multi-path diffusion phenomena. By studying this problem, we would like to
offer a novel conceptual solution to the task, which can provide a solution for discovering
sources of radio signals in a built environment. The positioning, measuring and evaluation
functions used in the measurement fit into the concept of simple implementation that is a
typical to smart systems.
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ABSTRACT
The smart city, as a phenomenon, primarily focuses on citizens, city services, decision making
mechanisms and information technology solutions, with various criteria such as sustainable
development, economic efficiency and broad participation. One of its subsystems is the Smart
Environment, which among others, aims for decreasing energy consumption and increasing energy
efficiency of the built environment: to make energy processes more sustainable (renewable energies,
water management), and circular processes utilizing resources.
District heating is one of the most environmentally friendly and modern method of heat supply (with
concentrated emission and efficient power supply of renewable energies), which is present in the heat
market of Budapest with a share of about 30 %. District heating supplier of the capital city (FŐTÁV)
provides to nearly quarter million dwellings.
Present article focuses on the district heat supply in Budapest, the use of resources and renewable
energies and demonstrates the investments of the high-efficiency cogeneration facilities according to
the EU directive on the heat producer’s side. The article also presents public energy saving tenders in
district heating in the capital so far: I LOVE PANEL and OKOS-HÁZAK project.
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Smart solutions and opportunities for district heating: the case of Budapest

INTRODUCTION
In Hungary, 60 % of the energy consumption of buildings is provided by residential
buildings; 35 % provided by public buildings, service and commercial buildings; industry and
agriculture are present in low shares (about 5 %) [1].
In 2016, Hungary contained 649 129 dwellings [2], which have been practically unchanged
for many years. District heating units account for 14,68 % of the domestic housing stock,
representing a considerable proportion [3].
In Hungary, the goals of the National Building Energy Strategy [1] include: increasing energy
efficiency and renewable energy utilization in district heating: investment not only for
building renewals, but also for energy efficiency interventions, for example: measurement
accounting, modernization of substations, renewable energy applications. These activities
result in additional energy savings beyond the effects of building renovations, and the
strategy plays a key role in consumer awareness, consulting and information exchange [1].
In this article, the authors introduce and analyse the smart solutions and development
opportunities that have been realized and planned for the district heating supply from the
producer’s side and with the involvement of the household consumers in Budapest.

SMART CITY AND SUBSYSTEMS
The concept of a smart city focuses on services, information technology solutions and
decision-making mechanisms along the lines of sustainability, efficiency and broad-based
development priorities. This expression is one of the key phenomena of economic innovation
and contemporary urban development, the integration of cities and digital technologies [4, 5].
“A smart city is a settlement or a group of settlements, which develops its natural and built
environment, digital infrastructure, and the quality and economic efficiency of its locally
available services by adopting novel and innovative information-technologies, in a
sustainable way, through the increased involvement of its residents” [6].
The Smart City Ranking and the Smart Cities Council index system specify six subsystems in
smart cities to measure the development of cities and the impact of smart city projects: smart
governance, smart traffic, smart environment, smart economy, smart living conditions, and
smart people [6].
From the point of view of district heating supply and building energy, the two most important
subsystems are the smart environment and smart people.
Smart environment covers sustainable environmental resource management (renewable
energy, water-, and waste-management), measures to improve the air quality, increasing
urban resilience and adaptation to climate change, and the energy-efficient development of
the built environment [6].
Smart people covers the strengthening of the knowledge economy and a competitive labour
force, programs supporting lifelong learning and innovation in education, measures taken to
establish a creative and inclusive society such as participatory planning, co-production and
co-design processes [6].
In the relationship between these two subsystems, it is important to increase the energy
awareness of the consumers (smart people subsystem) to ensure sustainable management of
environmental resources and thus to make our environment more energy-efficient (smart
environment subsystem).
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DISTRICT HEATING SUPPLY IN BUDAPEST
District heating is an environmentally friendly, modern heat supply method that represents
approximatelly 30 % of the capital heat market (this 30 % is owned by Budapest District
Heating Works Private Co. Ltd. (Hungarian: FŐTÁV). Over the past decade, high-efficiency
cogeneration facilities have been built on the producer’s side in accordance with EU directives.
FŐTÁV operates nine separate, hydraulically independent (unconnected) district heating
zones and four block-heating [7]. The connection of the systems has been partially completed
and partly planned. The relative heat loss of heat transfer and distribution systems – partly
due to continuous upgrades – is approx. 10-11 %, which is 1-2 percentage points below the
European average. Most of the substations supply a building or section, and accordingly their
metering and control functions are connected to the provided area. The least effective points
of the district heating system are the insufficient heat insulated buildings with high energy
consumption and the outdated secondary systems owned by the consumers. Due to their
market-retention and market expansion goals, the district heating provider also plays a role in
modernizing them [7].

SMART SOLUTIONS FROM THE PRODUCER’S SIDE
NORTH-PEST HEAT COOPERATION AND ENERGETIC USE OF HOUSEHOLDS
WASTE
The amount of heat generated by the energy utilization of household waste (0.5 PJ per year)
reaches half of the district heating energy demand of Hungarian rural cities (e.g.
Nyíregyháza, Székesfehérvár). However, which share now rising to 5% is still rather low,
especially with the 3,2-3,3 PJ energy content of the fired household waste generated in the
Budapest Waste Recovery Works (HuHa) and considering the energy efficiency of the
facility, which is limited to 30 % [7].
The Budapest Waste Recovery Works is the only household waste-fired power plant in
Hungary. Its task is to thermally dispose of about 60 % of household solid waste generated in
Budapest. In 1976 a decision was made to set up a waste incinerator for a long-term solution
of waste disposal with a capacity of 350 000 tons per year [8].
In the case of a major investment in energy utilization of household wastes, reducing natural
gas dependence, increasing cost efficiency, increasing security of supply and optimizing the
transport of heat and environmental sustainability, FŐTÁV has implemented a district
heating connection between two major districts of the capital (North- Pest and Újpalota), thus
enabling HuHa’s annual capacity increase in heat production to be significantly increased and
subsequently even doubled [7].
Because of the modernization, heat energy from the incineration of waste is used to heat
water, so annual CO2 emissions will be reduced by nearly 20 000 tonnes [9].
Networks and remote monitoring has a great added value in the operation of the system.
FŐTÁV builds models for the simulation system from the performance data gathered in the
monitoring system, which will support the enable of the planning of the co-operation.
Future plan is the construction of the (II.) Sewage Sludge and Waste Utilization Works and
its connection to the district heating system of Budapest, which is suitable for the utilization
of sewage sludge in household waste.
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COMPLETE BUDAPEST HEAT COOPERATION AND ENERGETIC USE OF
SEWAGE AND HOUSEHOLDS WASTE
Considering the expected savings, the investment cost and the expected heat turnover, the
development of the comprehensive heating co-operation system in Budapest is a more
significant development than the North-Western heat cooperation. Within the framework of
the project, FŐTÁV intends to gradually develop the strategic connecting pipeline system in
the capital. The resulting system will provide a high-utilized base load for the low-cost heat
capacities of the heat producers currently operating or will be established in the future in the
region (e.g. the new Sewage Sludge and Waste Utilization Works) [7].
The development would involve the joint utilization of household waste and sewage sludge,
which would result in approximately 45-50 MW of waste-based combined heat and power
generation capacities. Building a strategic pipeline and connecting the currently isolated areas
is the criteria of the economical usage of this low-cost, 50 % renewable heat [10].
The creation of this system – like the North-Western heat cooperation and HuHa – reduces
fossil energy dependency and contributes to the development of a sustainable environment.
Among the goals of the strategic plan, it is important, that the interconnected Budapest
system increases the competition of existing and engaging new heat sources, which improves
the efficiency of supply. At the same time, the management of a much more complex system
will move the operation control to smart network solutions.
INCLUSION OF FURTHER RENEWALS
In addition to communal waste, renewable energy sources in the district heating supply of the
capital can be realistically utilized by combustion of solid biomass (mainly wood chips) and
use of thermal water (limited in the deeper layers (2 000 m), so it is available for use in the
primary district heating systems). Both power sources are included in the district heating
contractor’s plans for the medium term [7].

INVOLVEMENT OF HOUSEHOLD
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

CONSUMERS

TO

REDUCE

Given that in Hungary, 60 % of the energy consumption of buildings is provided by
residential buildings [1], it is particularly important to address household consumers with
information on energy saving and energy efficiency, and to encourage them to use less
energy and use renewable energies.
The FŐTÁV has developed several plans to reduce household energy consumption and
involve consumers in the process. One such application is the ‘Okos-Ház’ (Smart-House in
Hungarian) project and another major development is the ‘i love panel’ project.
‘OKOS-HÁZ’ (SMART HOUSE) PROJECT
The aim of the tender announced for about 50 million Hungarian Forints, HUF (about
175 000 € at that time rate) in 2012 was to encourage consumer energy efficiency and energy
saving. Further motives were promoting renewable electricity generation, since renewable
heat production on the user side (eg solar collectors) is not a climate-effective solution, since
it triggers the high efficiency cogeneration.
The residents of each building with district heating (condominium, housing co-operative)
could apply the project, which was in the service area of FŐTÁV Zrt. and had a valid public
utility contract with the service provider. Another condition was that only those buildings
could be involved in the competition, in which the modernization of the secondary heating
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system had already been completed and the installation of the thermostatic radiator valves
had been completed in all the flats of the building. The conditions also included that the
building’s domestic hot water (DHW) circulation system should be fully built (extend to the
riser pipes) and the building should have a lighting system in common areas [11].
Nearly fifty residential communities participated, and the four winner houses were partially
modernized, with the total cost of the construction completed by FŐTÁV:
 modernization of the building’s domestic hot water system: complete pipeline
reconstruction, efficient thermal insulation, installation of the circulation system with
thermostatic balancing valves,
 the full design of the “smart metering” system for both heating and DHW systems:
installing cost-scaling devices in the heating system, incorporating electronically readable
water meters and install a permanent read-out system in the building; retrieving the
monthly measurement data to the billing system; publishing measurement data for user(s),
 electricity produced on solar panels can be used in the building-level accounting system,
or if solar cells generate a yield that exceeds the current energy demand, it is fed back to
the distribution system through a metering point transformed into a bi-directional energy
measurement.
According to the primary calculations, upgrades can reduce energy consumption by up to 25 %:
in the finished Smart Houses the results show, that 26 to 38% reduction in heat consumption,
6 % to 13 % in water consumption and 10 % in energy consumption were reached [12, 13].
‘I LOVE PANEL’ – THE MOST ECONOMICAL BUILDING
The competition announced by FŐTÁV in 2013 aimed also for promoting energy efficiency,
energy saving and increasing renewable energy use among district heat users.
From the point of view of savings, heat, water and electricity consumption are of paramount
importance, which are a key element of housing costs. The purpose of the ‘I love panel
project’ was to compare the energy saving practices of buildings with these three factors and
to find the most economical building built with industrialized technology [14].
Those buildings in Budapest could apply, which had been built with industrialized
technologies; were equipped with district heating (both for the heating of buildings and for
the heat source of domestic hot water production, with the latter having a fully developed
circulation system); the modernization of the secondary (building) heating system had
already been completed in the building; had a lighting system in common areas.
The winning buildings earned 1 kW of solar power with its respective inverters and fittings:
the aim is to use solar panels to generate approximately 10 % of electricity consumption of
the building in year.
The proposals were evaluated based on the above-mentioned three aspects: district heat,
water and electricity consumption. Three evaluation features were identified for the
comparison: district heat consumption (measured in GJ/m², kWh/m²); water consumption
(measured in m³/m², l/m²) and saving of electricity (%).
Of the 13 entries received for the stringent requirements, the professional jury announced
three winners: the energy value of the winners can serve as a guideline for other buildings what are the goals to be pursued.

CONCLUSIONS
In Budapest, several major developments have been made in recent years regarding district
heating (both on the producer side and with involving consumers), with the aim of efficient
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energy management and the use of renewable energies, thus increasing overall environmental
sustainability. The presented projects fit well into the smart city development strategy and
emphasize the involvement of the household consumers and increase the consumer’s energy
awareness.
Among the presented projects, the ‘Okos-Ház’ (Smart House) project is an extensive and
highly successful program. The success of the project is well exemplified by the fact that one
of the winners in the project got a 2 kW solar panel, and then the community planted
additional 15 kW at its own expense, multiplying its performance. Also within the framework
of this project, the smart metering network, as well as automated cost distributors and
scanners were installed and have been working properly, but the system has not encouraged
consumers to make any further changes.
Projects show that there is great potential for consumer upgrades and consumer involvement.
However, based on experience, consumers have no need to monitor their own consumption
and change it. It is important in the future to stimulate consumers’ awareness of energy: there
are ways to measure energy consumption and track the results if consumers need it.
A development program does not in itself encourage the consumer community, to participate
in such an action: any similar investment – with involvement of household consumers – will
be successful if, on the one hand, consumers receive substantial financial support and a strong
local endeavour. This is also the case with the projects presented: in communities where there
was a local incentive force for investment, serious results could be achieved. However, to
maintain serious results, it is necessary to reach these consumers.
The situation with the producer’s side investments is different, they usually work as planned.
System-level thermal co-operation works well in day-to-day operation, problems can be
solved, objectives are met. The development points that further system operations are needed
in order to increase the utilization of the given heat sources.
It is important for these developments to continue in the future and to increase the energy
efficiency of district heating and to change the environmental awareness of communities
together, reducing the burden of the built environment.
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